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ABSTRACT 
 
BACKGROUND 
Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are becoming increasingly popular in the 
infectious disease field where they represent a promising and innovative class of 
therapeutics. In this context, the aim of this PhD thesis was to identify highly 
effective mAbs against Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Ng) and SARS-CoV-2. 
 
METHODS 
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from Bexsero vaccinees and 
COVID-19 convalescent patients were collected. mAbs were isolated from 
memory B cells (MBC) and plasma cells (PCs) and subsequently their binding 
profile and functionality were analysed. 
 
RESULTS 
From Bexsero vaccinees, 17 mAbs capable of neutralizing Neisseria gonorrhoeae 
by in vitro bactericidal assay were identified. mAb potency (IC50), established by 
complement-mediated killing, correlated with the binding profile. Indeed, mAbs 
targeting well-represented surface structures were the most potent. 
From COVID-19 patients, 453 neutralizing antibodies were identified. The most 
powerful antibody recognized the spike protein receptor-binding domain with 
IC100 lower than 10 ng/mL.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
High-throughput screening of mAbs allowed the identification of potent 
molecules capable of killing Neisseria gonorrhoeae and neutralizing SARS-CoV-
2. On one hand, this work contributed to better understand the protection against 
gonococcal infection. Indeed, results suggest that complement-mediated killing, 
may be used as correlate of protection and predict vaccine efficacy. On the other, 
a highly potent mAb against the etiological agent of COVID-19 was identified 
and well-characterized in vitro and in vivo, where prophylactic and therapeutic 
efficacy were demonstrated by extraordinarily low amounts of the candidate 
medication. 
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1 Antibodies 

1.1 General introduction 

Antibodies are a class of proteins responsible for the defense of the host against 

pathogenic invaders. Highly specific, these molecules are produced by the B-

lymphocyte cells (B-cells) of the host’s own immune system and can interact 

strongly with a broad spectrum of target proteins (also known as antigens) [1]. 

Also, antibodies can recruit other cells within the immune system to eliminate 

pathogens [2]. This is one of the reasons why antibodies have become popular 

therapeutic agents, but they have also found application in other areas such as 

industrial processes, research, imaging, and diagnostics. 

Considering the large differences in shape, size, and amino acid composition 

between various antigens, the antibody-binding surface must be highly adaptable. 

Antibodies are produced by B-cells which derive from pluripotent hematopoietic 

stem cells. In adult human subjects, as in all mammals, B-cells develop in the 

bone marrow (BM) from hematopoietic precursor cells, playing a vital role in 

adaptive immunity [3].  

Early BM-dependent stages of B-cell development include the functional 

rearrangement process of the immunoglobulin heavy (H) chain gene segments 

VH, DH, and JH together with the VL-JL rearrangements of the light chain (L-

chain) gene segments in order to generate a B-cell repertoire expressing 

antibodies [4]. 

The rearrangement process will be explained in the following sub-chapter. 

Eventually, mature B cells leave the bone marrow and circulate in the blood and 

lymphatic systems.  
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Antibodies exist in a membrane form, called B- cell receptor (BCR) on the surface 

of a naïve B-cell. Following an encounter with an antigen, the naïve B-cell 

promptly divides and differentiates into memory B cells and effector B cells (also 

called plasma cells (PCs)) [5]. Memory B cells (MBCs) have a longer life span 

than naïve B cells, and they express the same membrane-bound antibody as naïve 

B cells. On the other hand, PCs, which have little, or no membrane-bound 

antibody, produce the secreted version of the BCR as free antibodies [6].  

In addition to antigen recognition, B-cells also require T-cell stimuli to 

differentiate into plasma cells [7]. Although each B-cell produces one unique 

antibody, the vast repertoire of B-cells results in an enormous diversity. Apart 

from the immune system’s capability to create a vast diversity of antibodies, each 

antibody also possesses the ability to bind to a specific region, called epitope, on 

its respective antigen [8]. When several different B-cells produce an antibody 

response towards the same antigen, such antibodies are called polyclonal 

antibodies (pAbs). The ability of several polyclonal antibodies to bind different 

epitopes can produce an overall high and broad response although the contribution 

from each member can vary greatly [9]. Contrary to pAbs, monoclonal antibodies 

(mAbs) refer to identical copies of an antibody produced by the same B-cell.  

A huge breakthrough in 1975 allowed B-cells with a finite lifetime to be 

immortalized and thus produce an infinite amount of mAbs [10]. This 

technology, called the hybridoma technology, has revolutionized the field of 

antibody generation for practical applications. 

More recently, the possibility to high throughput sequence the antibody repertoire 

has expanded our knowledge of antibody diversity and supported monoclonal 

antibody discovery for therapy and vaccine development  [11].  
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1.2 The structure of the antibody molecule 

The antibody molecule has two distinct functions. Firstly, the antibody should 

bind to foreign antigens encountered by the host and, secondly, should mediate 

effector functions to neutralize invaders. The Fc region is responsible for binding 

to effector cells and for activating other functions of the immune system, such as 

antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC), phagocytosis and components 

like the complement system [12]. In contrast, the antigen-binding region must 

bind to a wide array of antigens and, to accomplish this, the antibody molecule 

has adopted a unique appearance in the form of a Y- shaped molecule (Figure 

1.2.1). 

The basic antibody molecule (of the immunoglobulin G subclass) consists of four 

polypeptide chains, two identical light chains and two identical heavy chains. The 

molecular weight of one light chain (L) and one heavy chain (H) is approximately 

22 kDa and 55 kDa respectively. Each heavy chain is connected to a light chain 

by one disulphide bond to form a heterodimer (H+L). The two heterodimers are 

joined by similar disulphide bridges to form the basic four chain (H+L)2 antibody 

structure with an approximate molecular weight of 150 kDa. Depending on the 

isotype, each antibody molecule can either adopt the basic four chain (H+L)2 form 

or multiple units ((H+L)2) n of this basic structure [13][14]. 

The terminal regions of the two arms of the Y-molecule are called variable 

regions (V regions: VL for light chain and VH for heavy) and are responsible for 

the variety between different antibodies. Interestingly, most of the variety within 

the V regions is concentrated in distinct loop regions called complementarity 

determining regions (CDRs) [15]. The three CDRs in each VL and VH constitute 

the antigen binding site of the antibody molecule, whereas the segments between 

the CDR regions within VL and VH show much less variation and are thus called 

framework regions (FR) for their role in maintaining the structure of the antibody 

molecule [16]. The regions of conserved sequences beyond the variable regions 

are called constant regions: CL in light chain and CH in heavy chain. 
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There are two isotypes of light chains in humans and mice, kappa (κ) and lambda 

(λ) and a standard antibody molecule contains only one light chain isotype, either 

kappa or lambda, but not both. As for the heavy chain, there are five major 

isotypes in humans, each corresponding to a different heavy chain constant 

region: µ, δ, γ, ε, and α. The length of the constant regions is approximately 330 

amino acids for δ, γ, and α and 440 amino acids for µ and ε. As a result, the five 

different isotypes give rise to five different antibody classes: IgM (µ), IgD (δ), 

IgG (γ), IgE (ε), and IgA (α). Furthermore, minor amino acid sequence differences 

within the human α and γ heavy chains have led to further sub-isotypes: α1 and α2 

for α and γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 for γ. Since the isotype of the heavy chain does not 

affect its pairing ability to the light chain, heavy chains of any class may pair with 

either κ or λ light chains. The light chain consists of one variable (VL) and one 

constant (CL) domain. The heavy chain also contains one variable (VH) domain 

and either three (CH1, CH2, CH3) or four (CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4) constant 

domains depending on the isotype. IgG, IgD and IgA have three heavy chain 

constant domains whereas IgM and IgE have four. Also depending on the isotype, 

the different domains are connected by flexible hinge regions that allow 

movement and adjustments between the domains. While IgA, IgD and IgG 

possess a highly flexible hinge between CH1 and CH2, no such hinge exists in 

IgE and IgM [17][18].  
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Figure 1.2.1. Structure of the antibody molecule and antibody fragment-based scaffolds. The 
figure was inspired by Tae Hyun Kang, 2020. 

1.3 Classes of immunoglobulins 

Immunoglobulin G (IgG), the most abundant isotype in serum, is composed of 

two γ heavy chains, two κ or λ light chains and consists of the basic (H+L)2 

monomeric structure. As described earlier, differences within the four γ heavy 

chains have originated four IgG subclasses: IgG1, IgG2, IgG3 and IgG4 [19]. IgM 

constitute about 5-10% of the total serum immunoglobulins and monomeric IgM 

is expressed as membrane bound antibody on B-cells whereas PCs secrete IgM as 

a pentamer [20]. The five units are arranged with their Fc regions in the center of 

the pentamer and the 10 antigen binding arms on the periphery of the molecule. 

IgM is the first immunoglobulin class produced in a primary response. Due to its 

pentameric structure with 10 antigen-binding sites, IgM has higher valency than 

the other isotypes [21]. In addition, IgM is more efficient than IgG at activating 

complement since two or more Fc regions in proximity are required [22]. IgA 
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exists primarily as a monomer in serum, but polymeric forms can exist [23], while 

IgE antibodies play a role in hypersensitivity reactions.  

Immunoglobulin domains are folded into a structure called the immunoglobulin 

fold with an approximate size of 110 amino acids. This structure consists of a 

“sandwich” of two beta sheets, each containing antiparallel beta strands connected 

by loops. Antibodies have two types of immunoglobulin folds, consisting of either 

seven or nine beta strands (and an extra loop). The former is the structural unit of 

the constant regions, whereas the latter is found in the variable region. 

Unsurprisingly, it is the loops connecting the antiparallel beta strands of the VL 

and VH domains that correspond to the CDRs [13]. 

1.4 How antibody diversity is created in vivo 

The human kappa and lambda light chains and heavy chains are coded by separate 

multigene families situated on different chromosomes (chromosome 2 and 22, 

respectively). In unarranged germline DNA, each of these multigene families 

contains several coding sequences, called gene segments, separated by noncoding 

regions. During B-cell maturation, these gene segments are brought together to 

form functional immunoglobulin genes. The kappa and lambda light chain 

families contain V, J and C gene segments and the rearranged VJ segments 

encode the variable domain (VL) of the light chains. The heavy chain family 

contains V, D, J and C segments and the rearranged VDJ gene segments encode 

the variable domain (VH) of the heavy chain. In each gene family, the C gene 

segments encode the constant domains [24]. 

During B-cell maturation, the heavy chain variable region genes rearrange first, 

followed by rearrangement of the light chain variable gene regions. During 

rearrangement in the kappa light chain, any of the functional Vk genes can 

combine with anyone of the Jk genes to form the VL domain. The C gene is then 

joined to the VJ segments, resulting in a completely rearranged antibody light 

chain. The lambda light chain in humans undergoes a similar rearrangement. On 
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the other hand, generation of a functional heavy chain requires two separate 

rearrangement events within the variable region. The first step involves joining 

any one of the DH genes with any JH gene to form a resulting DHJH unit. A VH 

segment then joins to form a VDJ unit that encodes the entire heavy variable 

region. In the final step, a C gene segments is attached to form the final 

immunoglobulin heavy chain construct. Joining of V-(D)-J segments is imprecise. 

Further junctional diversity at the VJ and VDJ is created by trimming the coding 

joints as well as by adding extra nucleotides at the junctions [25].  

In summary, antibody diversity in humans is created in several different ways in 

vivo. Firstly, multiple V, D and J gene segments can be randomly combined, and 

imprecise joining of V-(D)-J gene segments lead to additional diversity. It is the 

diversity at the V-(D)-J interface that forms the third hypervariable region 

(CDR3) of the heavy and light chains. Furthermore, addition of extra nucleotides 

at the coding joints adds more diversity. Finally, after a mature B-cell encounters 

an antigen, an in vivo affinity maturation process called somatic hypermutation 

further introduces diversity and improves the affinity of the antibody. 

1.5 The antibody-antigen interface 

1.5.1 The epitope 

Antibodies recognize specific immunogenic markers, called epitopes, on their 

target antigen. The corresponding interacting surface on the antibody is called the 

paratope and consists of different amino acids in the CDRs. Epitopes are usually 

classified as continuous or discontinuous, depending on whether the amino acids 

that form the epitope are contiguous or not. It is generally acknowledged that most 

protein epitopes are discontinuous and consist of two to five short stretches of 

residues that are distant in the protein sequence but are brought together into a 

single unity by the folding of the protein chain [26][27]. Discontinuous epitopes 

are structurally defined by the amino acids in contact with the paratope residues in 

a crystallographic complex. In contrast, continuous epitopes are identified by the 
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ability of short peptide fragments of the protein to bind to an antibody. The 

distinction between these two epitope classes is however not black and white. A 

discontinuous epitope can consist of several continuous stretches. In other cases, 

not all residues in a continuous epitope will interact with a paratope, with only a 

subset of residues present at the surface of a native protein where they are usually 

a part of a more complex discontinuous epitope [28]. 

 

1.5.2  The Paratope 

As of today, there are several methods and approaches available to identify and 

number the antigen binding regions (CDR regions) [29]. The oldest scheme 

(Kabat numbering scheme) relied solely on alignment of antibody sequences and 

determining the positions with the highest sequence variability [30]. A more 

recent way to define CDRs relies on the international ImMunoGeneTics 

information system (IMGT) which uses the database of germline variable 

immunoglobulin sequences [32]. 

While CDRs are often used to identify paratopes, not all residues contained in the 

CDRs are found to bind the antigen. According to earlier studies, only about 20–

30% of the residues within the CDRs form contacts with the antigen [30][32] with 

the contacting residues more commonly located at the central regions of the 

binding site. The non-contacting residues within the CDRs, in contrast are 

important for maintaining the structural conformations of the hypervariable loops 

[33][15]. 

1.6 The Epitope-Paratope Interface 

The interacting interface between the antigen binding site (epitope) and the 

antibody binding site (paratope) consists of several non-covalent chemical 

interactions including hydrogen bonds, van der Waals forces, electrostatic 

interactions, and hydrophobic interactions. These non-covalent interactions 
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determine the binding strength (also called affinity) between the antibody and 

antigen. The driving force behind complex formation between an antigen and 

antibody is the change in Gibbs free energy (ΔG=ΔH-TΔS) [34]. The changes in 

the enthalpy component (ΔH) are the results of hydrogen bonds, electrostatic and 

van der Waals interactions whereas changes in the entropy component (ΔS) are 

associated with changes in conformational freedom upon binding [35]. 

Apart from affinity, another important concept is antibody specificity, which 

refers to the ability for the antibody to distinguish an antigen from another.  

When discussing the affinity and specificity between the antibody and its antigen, 

the geometric and chemical complementary between the epitope and paratope 

need to be considered [36]. 

 

1.6.1 Geometric complementarity  

From a protein engineering point of view, it is important to be able to understand 

the length and amino acid composition preferences found in antibody CDR 

domains as well as any differences in these parameters between different targets. 

Several studies have analyzed the length and composition of matured antibodies 

as well as the specific CDR residues involved in binding [37][38][39][40][41].  

It is well-known that CDRH3 has the highest length diversity / distribution. 

Whereas the other CDR loops each had a one over-represented length, numerous 

antibodies had various lengths (7 to 18 residues long) in the CDRH3 loop. In 

addition, the largest spread in CDR length is also found in CDRH3. This means 

two things. Firstly, for instance, while CDRL3 rarely has a length below 6 

residues and above 13 residues, CDRH3 can have lengths as low as 3 and as high 

as 25. Secondly, CDRH3 also shows a more considerable variation between 

different classes (e.g., peptides & proteins) of antigen binders compared to other 

CDR loops.  

The diversity of the first and second CDR regions of the heavy and light chains 

are restricted by the number of V genes available. On the contrary, the CDR3 
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regions are the results of V-(D)-J recombination, making these loops much more 

diverse with regards to both sequence and length. Since H3 has an extra 

recombination (V-D-J) compared to L3 (V-J), H3 is the most variable loop in a B 

cell produced antibody and it occupies a central location in the binding site and 

provides many important antigens contact residues. 

 

1.6.2 Chemical complementarity 

Apart from geometric complementarity, the amino acids in the epitope-paratope 

interface need to provide the necessary chemical complementarity. Although the 

CDRs are also known as hypervariable regions, their sequences are not 

completely random. Several studies (in addition to / including those studies 

mentioned in the section above) have shown that the amino acid composition of 

CDR loops differs from antibody framework regions and from generic protein 

loops. [28][38][41][42][43]. 

Tyrosine is the most abundant amino acid in antigen binding sites, accounting for 

about 10% of the total CDR composition and 25% of the antigen contacts in 

functional antibodies [42][43]. In addition to tyrosine, tryptophan, which has 

similar properties as tyrosine is also overrepresented in CDR loops compared to 

generic loops. Phenylalanine can be considered as a neutral amino acid, as it is 

claimed to be favored by some [28][44] whereas others suggest that phenylalanine 

is underrepresented [45]. 

The reason behind aromatic side chain preference is simple: these side chains can 

interact with a diverse group of targets through a cumulative collection of 

relatively weak noncovalent interactions. Also, aromatic side chains can also 

interact with alkyl carbons through the C–H–π interaction, and with negative 

charged side chains through anion–π interactions [46]. Although each individual 

interaction is weak, the combined effect is considerable. Tyrosine possesses 

hydrophilic character in addition to these aromatic and hydrophobic traits, and it 

becomes clear why tyrosine can form hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic and van der 

Waals interactions with a wide array of antigens. 
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1.7 Mapping of the epitope 

Epitope mapping is a term used to describe techniques employed to identify and 

locate the epitope on the protein surface. Mapping the interactions between an 

antibody and antigen has several benefits, allowing us to understand immune 

responses and autoimmunity as well as aiding vaccine design and unravel the 

mechanism of action of an antibody [47]. The experimental methods developed to 

map epitopes can roughly be divided into structural and functional. Structural 

methods interpret the protein structure residues in direct contact with the antibody 

but may not always reveal contribution of amino acids in binding strength. 

Functional methods use assays to identify and characterize residues important for 

binding. As each method has its own advantage and disadvantage, a combination 

of different methods almost always is preferred.  

In this work, other than discovering new potential therapeutic monoclonal 

antibodies (mAbs), we focused our attention on defining their targets (antigens). 

Once antigens are discovered, the next step will be to unravel specific residues 

involved in the interaction between mAbs and antigens. Below I describe the most 

common techniques which allow characterization of the binding of the mAbs to 

their targets. 

 

1.7.1 Structural mapping 

The most accurate and reliable method for identifying epitopes and paratopes is 

X-ray crystallography [48]. Often regarded as the only method to define a 

structural epitope [49], very accurate key contacts between the epitope and 

paratope side chains can be extracted from the crystal complex. Amino acids 

within a 4 Å distance are generally considered as contacting residues [47]. This 

technique not only provides precise identification of both continuous and 

discontinuous epitopes, but also information about binding strength [50]. 

However, this technique is also dependent on the availability of the antigen and 

antibody with a certain degree of purity. Obtaining the pure antibody is usually 
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relatively straightforward, whereas the antigen can be more problematic or even 

very difficult in the case of membrane proteins [47]. 

 

1.7.2 Functional Mapping  

Functional methods include techniques based on detection of antibody binding to 

synthetic peptides (peptide scanning), antigen fragments or recombinant antigens 

(e.g., antigen mutants, or antigens expressed using selection systems such as 

phage display) and alternation of the target protein to attribute a change in binding 

to a specific residue. 

In peptide scanning, synthetic overlapping peptides covering the targeted antigen 

sequence are immobilized on a solid support and binding of an antibody is 

detected using immunoblot, dot blot, or an ELISA format [51][52]. This method is 

unlikely to be able to identify complex conformational epitopes involving tertiary 

and/or quaternary structures. Although it is possible to mimic discontinuous and 

conformational epitopes by constraining peptides via disulphide bridges [53], 

peptide scanning is nonetheless most ideal for mapping linear and relatively 

simple conformational epitopes. 

1.8 Engineering Antibodies  

Antibody engineering refers to modifying and/or improving the properties of 

antibodies or antibody fragments. Engineering includes de novo selection and 

affinity maturation in addition to other subfields including improving stability, 

engineering for reducing immunogenicity, modifying Fc effector function, 

improving pharmacokinetics, and manufacturability. 

It is an important reminder that a full antibody is a 150 kDa molecule and having 

tunnel vision by just focusing on affinity in the variable domain is suboptimal. For 

example, therapeutic or in vivo diagnostic applications require a long serum half-

life and resistance to aggregation, precipitation, and protease degradation [54]. 
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Industrial applications demand antibodies with a long half-life and/or activity in 

organic solvents at high temperatures [55][56]. Furthermore, manufacturing 

(therapeutic) antibodies needs high levels of expression in addition to chemical 

and physical stability to withstand degradation (physical and chemical 

degradation including oxidation, aggregation, degradation, fragmentation, 

deamination [57]) during manufacturing, transport, storage, and delivery [58]. 

 

1.8.1 Improving Affinity 

Affinity maturation or improving the affinity of an antibody / antibody fragment is 

probably the most popular antibody engineering subfield. An improved affinity is 

often correlated with enhanced efficacy, improved pharmacokinetics, and lower 

dosing/toxicity [90]. 

Numerous strategies can be implemented for in vitro affinity maturation [59], by 

introducing mutations in either a targeted or random manner. An easy way is to 

randomize the entire variable region using error prone PCR [60][61] in 

conjunction with display technologies. A very popular approach is to either 

mutate the CDR3 regions only [62] as they constitute the major portion of the 

antigen binding site. Alternatively, mutating the CDR3 in combination with 

peripheral residues can also be a viable option [63][64]. 

 

1.8.2 Improving Stability 

The stability of mAbs can be improved by engineering the constant domains 

through the mutation of the CH2/CH3 or by introducing additional disulphide 

bridges in the respective domains [65]. Alternatively, the human variable domains 

can also be chosen as the subject of engineering. One approach to engineer more 

stable human variable domains is to introduce elements of camelid single domain 

antibodies (VHH) [66]. Camelid VHHs are generally well expressed, have good 

solubility [67] and stable at high (ca 90°C) temperatures [68]. To compensate for 

the lack of a VL chain, VHHs have longer CDRH3 loops to protect the VH-VL 
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interface, but camelization attempts of human VH domains tends to lead to 

reduced expression levels [66].  

However, several mutations in the VH3/VL interface were identified that 

improved solubility, thermal refolding and melting temperature. Importantly, 

some of these mutations were independent of CDR3 diversity [69]. Another way 

to improve stability involves identification of variable germline sequences with 

favorable properties [56] and using alignment of the framework repertoire to 

identify amino acids occurring with high frequency. The consensus framework 

sequences can later be optimized for expression [70][71].  

 

1.8.3 Improving pharmacokinetics and effector functions 

Engineering the Fc portion of the antibody molecule aims to enhance effector 

functions such as ADCC, complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) and 

pharmacokinetics.  

The long serum half-life of full length mAbs can be attributed to their binding to 

the neonatal receptor FcRn in a pH dependent manner (strongest at slightly acidic 

pH to marginal under neutral and basic conditions) [72]. Within the half-life 

mutations it is worth mentioning the mutants YTE (M252Y/S254T/T256E), LS 

(M428L/N434S), AAA (T307A/E380A/N434A), QL (T250Q/M428L) and V308P 

which retain ADCC and CDC activity as well as a slight enhancement in CDC 

activity [73]. Increasing half-life results in lower dosage of the mAb needed to 

achieve the therapeutic effect [74][75].  

The Fc region has also been the target for improved effector functions. The most 

popular approach is via glycosylation to increase the affinity towards Fc receptors 

on effector cells [76][77]. For example, obinituzumab (an ADCC enhanced 

version of rituximab) was given the breakthrough therapy designation and 

approved in 2013 by the FDA [78][79]. 
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1.8.4 Abrogation of Fc receptor binding 

The majority of mAb therapeutics possess the ability to engage innate immune 

effectors through interactions mediated by their Fc domain. By delivering Fc-Fc 

gamma receptor (FcγR) and Fc-C1q interactions, mAbs can link exquisite 

specificity to powerful cellular and complement-mediated effector functions. Fc 

interactions can also facilitate enhanced target clustering to evoke potent receptor 

signaling [80]. 

In contrast to their beneficial role, in some cases antibodies have also been 

implicated in disease enhancement. For example, non-neutralizing Dengue-

specific antibodies have been shown to mediate antibody-dependent enhancement 

(ADE) of disease [122]. 

ADE can be seen in two distinct ways: by enhanced antibody-mediated virus 

uptake into Fc gamma receptor IIa (FcγRIIa)-expressing phagocytic cells leading 

to increased viral infection and replication, or by excessive antibody Fc-mediated 

effector functions or immune complex formation causing enhanced inflammation 

and immunopathology [82]. There are examples, like the SARS-CoV-2 case and 

RSV infections [81], where ADE is a potential clinical risk [83][84].  

Given such potential risks, in the context of mAb discovery against SARS-CoV-2, 

we optimized the suitability for clinical development and reduce the risk of ADE 

by introducing five different point mutations in Fc [85]. Specifically, the first two-

point mutations (M428L and N434S) were introduced to extend the antibody half-

life, while the remaining three-point mutations (L234A, L235A, and P329G) were 

introduced to reduce Fc-dependent functions such as binding to FcgRs [85].  

 

1.8.5 Hexabody technology 

IgG antibodies can organize into ordered hexamers on cell surfaces after binding 

their antigen. This process is dependent on Fc:Fc interactions, which promote C1q 

binding, the first step in classical pathway complement activation [86]. These 
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hexamers bind the first component of complement, C1, inducing complement-

dependent target cell killing [87].  

De Jong and colleagues from Genmab, Utrecht, identified mutations that enhance 

hexamer formation (hence the name “Hexabody”) and complement activation by 

IgG1 antibodies against a range of targets on cells from hematological and solid 

tumor origin [87]. IgG1 backbones with mutations E430G (in this work it will be 

named as Hex1) conveyed a strong ability to induce CDC of cell lines and chronic 

lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) patient tumor cells, while retaining regular 

pharmacokinetics and biopharmaceutical developability.  

Along with the Hex1 mutation, the E345R/E430G/S440Y mutation (in this work 

named as Hex3) was used to evaluate the complement-mediated killing driving of 

our antibodies. Notably, the Hex3 mutant was only used in previous studies [87] 

as a control for the detection of hexameric species since it showed formation of 

hexamers in solution by HP-SEC, native MS and cryo electron tomography [87].  

1.9 mAbs for bacterial infections 

mAbs have been highly pursued in the anti-cancer, autoimmune, and antiviral 

fields with many success stories [88][89]. As of today, only a handful of antibody 

therapies have been licensed for infectious diseases (e.g., palivizumab for 

prophylaxis against respiratory syncytial virus in at risk infants) [90]. Some drug 

candidates for treatment of Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) [91] have been studied, 

monoclonal antibody (mAb) cocktails have shown great potential as EVD 

therapeutics. The most known mAb cocktail, used as a therapeutic, is ZMapр, 

manufactured by «Leaf Biopharmaceutical» since 2004 [92]. Recent conceptual 

and technological advances in mAb development could have an enormous impact 

in the field of infectious diseases, particularly in the context of Emerging 

Infectious Disease (EID) outbreaks and AMR pathogens. 
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In fact, the frequency of AMR has reached an apex. The root cause of many of 

these infections are pathogens like Enterococcus species, Staphylococcus aureus, 

Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 

Enterobacter species, and Escherichia coli, which thrive in the nosocomial 

environment and are the bacterial species that have seen the largest rise in the 

acquisition of antibiotic resistance genes [93]. Also, AMR in Neisseria 

gonorrhoeae, which is the focus of this work, is an escalating global public health 

problem [94]. 

To fight infections caused by antibiotic-resistant bacteria, there is one potential 

path ahead: to use novel types of nonantibiotic antibacterial agents. mAbs 

targeting bacteria is a suitable alternative as they are generally considered safe, 

due to their low immunogenicity and lack of cross-reactivity with human tissues. 

Because of their high specificity for the target pathogen, mAbs cause no collateral 

damage to the microbiota. Despite these clear advantages, the use of mAbs as 

antibacterial agents is still limited, as reported in Table 1 [95]. This limitation is 

partially due to the difficulty in finding optimal bacterial target antigens. 

Table 1. The table reports a list of mAbs against bacteria that have entered the clinical trials. 

 

Bacterial species Drug Type Target Phase

Bacillus anthracis Obiltoxaximab Humanized IgG1 Protective antigen (toxin) IV
Thravixa Human IgG1 Protective antigen (toxin) I
Valortim Human IgG1 Protective antigen (toxin) I

Raxibacumab Human IgG1 Protective antigen (toxin) IV
Clostridium botulinum XOMA 3ab Mix of 3 humanized IgG1 Botulinum neurotoxin type B (toxin) I

NTM-1632 Mix of 3 humanized IgG1 Botulinum neurotoxin type B (toxin) I
Clostridium difficile Actoxumab Human IgG1 C. difficile  toxin A (toxin) III

Bezlotoxumab Human IgG1 C. difficile  toxin B (toxin) III
Escherichia coli Edobacumab Mouse IgM LPS lipid A III

Nebacumab Human IgM LPS lipid A III
T88 Human IgM LPS lipid A III

STEC* Shiga toxin MAbs, cαStx1 and -2 Mix of 2 humanized IgG1 E. coli  Stx1 and Stx2 II
Pseudomonas aeruginosa Aerucin Human IgG1 P. aeruginosa  alginate II

Panobacumab Human IgM P. aeruginosa  LPS O11 II
KB001 Human PEGylated Fab P. aeruginosa  PcrV (secretion system) II

MEDI3902 Bispecific human IgG1 P. aeruginosa  PcrV  and Psl II
Staphylococcus aureus Salvecin, AR-301, KBSA-301 Human IgG1 S. aureus  alpha-hemolysin (toxin) II

ASN100 Mix of 2 human IgG1 HlgAB, HlgCB, LukED, LukSF, and LukGH (toxins) II
Tefibazumab Humanized IgG1 S. aureus  ClfA II
MEDI4893 Human IgG1 modified S. aureus  alpha-hemolysin (toxin) II

514G3 Human IgG3 S. aureus protein A II
Pagibaximab Chimeric IgG1 Lipoteichoic acid III

Aurograb scFv GrfA (lipoprotein) III
Multiple species F598 Human IgG1 Poly-N -acetylglucosamine II

*STEC: Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli.
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2 The complement system 

The consequences of recognition of a target structure by an antibody depends on 

which effector functions the antibody can initiate. For instance, an antibody’s 

effector functions can be mediated by the activation of the complement system 

[96]. The complement system is primarily viewed as a first responder to microbial 

infections [97] and is comprised of plasma proteins which mostly circulate as 

inactive zymogens [101][102]. In addition to the protective role of Complement in 

innate immunity, it is increasingly apparent that the system is also responsible for 

the modulation of several complex tissue regeneration and coagulation processes 

[103][104][105][106][107][108]. 

2.1 Complement activation 

Complement activation occurs primarily via one or all of three possible initiation 

pathways: the Classical pathway (CP), Lectin pathway (LP) and Alternative 

pathway (AP) which lead to activation of the Terminal pathway (TP). In fact, as 

shown in the Figure 2.1.1, all three activation pathways converge with the 

cleavage of the proteins C3 and C5 into their constituent fragments. C3a and C5a 

are anaphylatoxins which attract and activate white blood cells (WBCs) by 

binding to G-protein-coupled receptors (C3aR and C5aR) [100]. C3b from the 

upper cascade is an opsonin [109] which covalently binds to pathogen surfaces via 

a thioester domain [110] and marks them for destruction by interacting with CR1 

on phagocytic cells [100]. C5b from the lower cascade is the first building block 

of the membrane attack complex (MAC), otherwise known as the terminal 

cascade complex (TCC) which forms pores pathogen membranes and induces 

lysis [100]. 
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Figure 2.1.1. The complement pathways: The classical pathway is activated when C1q binds to 
antibody attached to antigen, activating C1r and C1s, which cleave C4 and C2. The lectin pathway 
is activated when mannose-binding lectin (MBL) encounters conserved pathogenic carbohydrate 
motifs, activating the MBL-associated serine proteases (MASPs) and again cleaving C4 and C2. 
C4 and C2 cleavage products form the classical and lectin pathway C3 convertase. The alternative 
pathway (AP) is activated when C3 undergoes spontaneous hydrolysis and forms the initial AP C3 
convertase, C3(H2O) Bb, in the presence of Factors B and D, leading to additional C3 cleavage 
and eventual formation of the AP C3 convertase (C3bBb) and AP C5 convertase (C3bBbC3b). 
The figure was taken from Dunkelberger, J., 2009. 

Recognition of bacterial cells occurs via soluble pattern-recognition molecules 

(lectin pathway) or antibodies (classical pathway). Antibody-mediated 

complement activation is depicted in Figure 2.1.2. C1 binds to antibodies on the 

surface and triggers formation of a C3 convertase enzyme that converts C3 into 

C3b. At high C3b densities on the surface, the C3 convertase switches substrate, 

from C3 to C5, and is now called a C5 convertase. C5 convertases convert C5 into 

the chemoattractant C5a and C5b that trigger formation of the MAC (C5b-9) 

[111]. 
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Figure 2.1.2. The complement reaction leading to the MAC formation. The figure was taken from 
Dunkelberger, J., 2009. 

2.1.1 Classical and lectin pathways 

The CP and LP can be activated by specific pattern recognition molecules on 

exogenous material surfaces. C1q of the CP binds to CRP as well as immune 

complexes containing IgG and IgM [112], complementing the adaptive immune 

system [110].  

The equivalent pattern recognition molecule of the LP is mannose-binding lectin 

(MBL), which recognises sugars (including glucose, fructose, and mannose) on 

pathogen surfaces [98], [111]. Stable binding of C1q or MBL is achieved only 

when their ligands are clustered on a surface in a specific pattern. 

Serine proteases are associated with C1q (C1r and C1s) and MBL (MASP1 and 

MASP2) in a Ca2+ dependent manner and hence the addition of chelating agents 

such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) to serum samples is used to 

prevent CP or LP activation [98]. C1q binding to immune complexes leads to the 

activation of C1r which in turn activates C1s [110] and similarly, upon MBL 

binding to its substrates, MASP1 activates MASP2.  

C1s and MASP2 cleave C4 into fragments C4a and C4b which can bind locally 

via its thioester domain to immune complexes or cell surfaces [112]. The locally 

bound C4b then binds to C2 which is cleaved in-situ by C1s, MASP1 or 

MASP2to form a C3 convertase and a fragment of C2 [113].  
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2.1.2 Alternative pathways 

Under normal physiological conditions, the AP is continuously active at a 

relatively low level, due to a process known as tick-over [114]. Tick-over is the 

spontaneous hydrolysis of a labile thioester bond within C3 [115] to produce 

small quantities of C3(H2O).  

The result of tick-over is the continuous generation of the enzymatically active 

protein complex C3(H2O) Bb, a C3 convertase with a half-life of 77 seconds [116] 

which cleaves C3 to produce low standing concentrations of C3a and C3b. The 

C3b thioester is relatively short-lived, ensuring that C3b binding occurs locally 

[98]. The low, sentinel concentration of short-lived C3b opsonin assures AP 

activation on any surface with exposed hydroxyl or amine residues.  

 

2.1.3 Terminal pathway 

The dynamic equilibrium between C3 convertase and C5 convertase formation 

due to competition for C3b has been observed as a flux control point of 

complement activation, in which the upper cascade appears to reach a threshold 

concentration of C3b before triggering the TP [121]. C5 cleavage is the last 

enzymatic step in complement activation and C5b sequentially binds to 

complement components C6, C7, C8 and C9 to form the cytotoxic MAC capable 

of lysing cell membranes [122]. 

 

2.1.4 Complement regulation 

Host cells are protected from complement activation by expressing a collection of 

membrane regulators. These include CR1, membrane cofactor protein (MCP) and 

decay accelerating factor (DAF) which deactivate C3 and C4 convertases. In 

addition, MAC inhibitory protein (CD59) prevents MAC formation by blocking 

the binding of C9 to C8. Expression of cell surface complement regulators is not 

always desired and confers protection of tumour cells against complement-

induced lysis [123]. 
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Reduced complement activation is sought during shock and certain autoimmune 

diseases [124]. While long-term suppression of the complete complement system 

may increase risk of infection and additional antimicrobial prophylaxis is used to 

counter this risk [125].  

However, C3 depletion during sepsis strongly correlates with increased mortality 

(sensitivity 78.4% and specificity 99.8%) [126], exemplifying how complement 

activation can be both protective and harmful to the host.  
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3 Neisseria gonorrhoeae 

Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Ng) was discovered in 1879 by Neisser and in 1882 it 

was cultivated by Leistikow and Löffler [128]. In fact, there is evidence 

suggesting that the pathogen has been infecting humans for thousands of years. 

Hippocrates described infections resembling male gonococcal urethritis and 

ancient Chinese writings have been recovered describing similar. Eventually, in 

1879, microbiologist Albert Neisser definitively identified the causative organism, 

Neisseria gonorrhoeae [129].  

Effective therapeutics were not available until the mid-20th century, when the 

sulfonamides were introduced [130] 

3.1 Neisseria gonorrhoeae burden 

Ng is the causative agent of gonorrhea, a sexually transmitted disease estimated to 

cause 86.9 million cases globally per annum [209]. Ng is listed as a high priority 

pathogen for research into novel treatments by the World Health Organization 

(WHO) [132] because of its ability to quickly develop resistance to antibiotics 

[133]. Recently emerged strains of Ng showed resistance to most of the currently 

available antibiotics including high-level resistance to ceftriaxone which 

represents the last remaining option for empirical first-line treatment [133]. 

Despite efforts over many decades, no vaccine has been successfully developed 

against Ng yet. 
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3.2 Biology of Neisseria gonorrhoeae 

Ng is a fastidious gram-negative coccus and an obligate human pathogen. Ng 

belongs to the genus Neisseria, which includes 12 species that colonize human 

mucosal surfaces. Strict growth requirements in culture include a temperature of 

35-37 °C and approximately 5% CO2 [134]. Because the organism has complex 

nutritional needs, special media have been developed for growing it in the 

laboratory. Ng requires iron for growth and is usually able to extract it from the 

human host; therefore, iron must be supplemented in the culture medium. Media 

must also be supplemented with glucose, lactate, or pyruvate as these provide a 

carbon source for the pathogen [217]. Colonies appear on agar plates within 12-48 

h, but viability decreases dramatically after 48 h. 

3.3 Cell surface structures 

Ng has a typical gram-negative cell envelope with an inner cytoplasmic 

membrane, a peptidoglycan cell wall, and an outer membrane. Type IV pili, Opa 

proteins, LOS and Por protein play an important role in Ng pathogenesis as well 

as in serum resistance [138]. Given their importance, they will be now discussed. 

 

3.3.1 Lipooligosaccharide  

Lipooligosaccharide (LOS) is an important component of the outer membrane of 

Ng and contributes to the virulence of gram-negative bacteria [132]. LOS consists 

of glycolipids which help to maintain the structure of the outer membrane. The 

structure of consists of a Lipid A moiety to serve as an anchor to the membrane, a 

core oligosaccharide, and a polymer of a repeating polysaccharide [133].  

Notably, the structure of LOS expressed by Ng is variable (Figure 3.3.1). During 

infection, different sugars are attached to the core, depending on which LOS 

biosynthetic proteins are expressed [134]. The length and composition of the side 
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chains varies widely because the LOS biosynthetic enzymes are highly phase 

variable [135]. The family of genes that transfer sugar residues, the lgt genes, are 

highly phase variable. Single nucleotide insertions within the poly-C or poly-G 

repeats in the lgt genes are a result of slip-strand mispairing during replication 

[136]. This allows the genes to be turned “on” or “off” quickly, ultimately 

resulting in various side chains attaching to the LOS core. Additionally, several 

promoters are found within the cluster of genes that encode for the 

glycosyltransferases, contributing to further variation in the LOS expression at 

any time [137]. The side changes can undergo spontaneous conversion at any time 

when the cell begins to express different glycosyltransferases, allowing a single 

cell to alter its LOS production. Hybrid genes are created by recombination of the 

different glycosyltransferase genes, contributing to antigenic diversity [225] as 

well as to the ability of the bacterium to evade immune system defenses [139]. 

 

Figure 3.3.1 General structure of Ng lipooligosaccharide (LOS). Ng LOS consists of three 
oligosaccharide (OS) chains. The OS chains branch from two heptose residues attached to lipid A. 
Phase variable genes involved in LOS biosynthesis are shown in red: nonvariable genes in blue. 
Neu5Ac (sialic acid) is shown in the boxes. LOS branching is terminated either by sialic acid or 
otherwise by addition of hexose(s). The image was taken from Peter Rice, 2019. 
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3.3.2 Opa 

Opacity associated proteins (Opa) are another set of highly variable proteins 

found in the outer membrane of Ng [140]. Ng typically encode 11 Opa proteins 

but only expresses up to 3 at a time [141]. Variability in the expression of the 

different Opa proteins occurs at the translational level, by frameshifts that occur 

among the opa genes due to varying numbers of repeats of the leader sequence 

[142]. Hypervariable (HV) regions of the opa genes contribute to the antigenic 

diversity seen among expressed Opa proteins [150]. Differential expression of 

Opa proteins can be found among isolates of the same strain. 

Opa proteins can be divided into two groups, depending on the human cellular 

receptor to which they bind [231]. Most Opa proteins interact with the 

carcinoembryonic antigen-related family of cell adhesion molecules (CEACAM) 

The other class of Opa proteins binds host cell heparin sulfate proteoglycans 

(HSPG) [151]. 

Opa proteins are made up of 8 antiparallel β-strands that form a barrel in the outer 

membrane. This part of the protein remains relatively conserved throughout the 

family. Four extracellular loops link the β-strands of the barrel together, and loops 

2 and 3 contain the HV regions of the protein [152]. Opa+ bacterial cells are 

almost always present in natural gonococcal infection [153]. 

 

3.3.3 Pili 

Type IV pili (Tfp) protrude from the outer membrane of Ng. Tfp are relatively 

conserved in different gram-negative bacteria and are important for pathogenesis, 

motility, and transformation [154]. Several different proteins are associated with 

Tfp structure and biogenesis. The pilus itself is a helical structure comprised 

primarily of the major pilin, PilE. Five PilE subunits are arranged into three 

distinct layers of the pilus: a highly conserved core, a less-conserved central layer, 

and a hypervariable outer layer [154]. The structure of the pilus reveals a core 

made up of the N-terminus ends of the subunits, organized into a helix of 

overlapping α-helices. The amino terminal of pilE is highly conserved among 
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different pilins [155]. Each pilin subunit has a 4-stranded antiparallel β-sheet and 

a sugar loop. The 4-stranded antiparallel β-sheet and sugar loop from each subunit 

are held together by hydrogen bonds to form a continuous β-sheet that makes up 

the central layer of the pilus fiber. The outermost region of the pilus has a β- 

hairpin and the C-terminal tail. The outer layer is poorly conserved and is flexible 

to allow for a large variety of amino acids, contributing to the antigenic variation 

among Ng pilins [237]. 

The pilus extends beyond the outer membrane, passing through the membrane 

protein PilQ (Figure 3.3.2) [157] . Retraction of the pilus back through PilQ and 

into the cell contributes to the twitching motion seen among piliated gonococci. 

Expression of several proteins is involved in pilus formation and pilus- associated 

functions [158]. Among others, two ATPases, PilF and PilT are involved in pilus 

assembly and retraction, respectively [159]. PilV is associated with adhesion to 

host epithelial cells and PilD is involved with pilin processing and translocation to 

the membrane surface [160].  

PilE undergoes both phase and antigenic variation. Regions of silent loci, pilS, 

may be spontaneously recombined at the expression locus, pilE, allowing for the 

expression of antigenically variable pili [161] The regions of pilS are donated to 

pilE in a non-reciprocal manner; thus, the original pilS sequence does not change 

[162]. Homologous recombination with DNA from other gonococcal cells also 

contributes to the variability among pilins [163]. 

 

Figure 3.3.2 Type IV pilus schematization. The figure was taken from Berenike Maier,2004. 
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3.3.4 Porins  

Porins B (PorB) are water-filled channels that traverse the outer membrane of Ng, 

and the most abundant protein in the outer membrane. This hydrophilic channel is 

a trimer of three identical subunits. Together, the subunits form a β-pleated-barrel 

structure [164]. The barrel functions as a channel across the hydrophobic 

membrane, allowing the flow of ions and other small molecules between the 

bacterium and the environment [165]. PorB also contributes to the pathogenicity 

of Ng [138]. 

Ng PorB can be found in one of two classes, PorB1A (PIA) or PorB1B (PIB). The 

alleles for both PIA and PIB are found at the same locus and each strain of Ng 

expresses only one of the two subclasses, though PIA/PIB hybrids are possible 

[166]. There are significant differences between PIA and PIB. The two classes 

have different orientations in the outer membrane. P1A is oriented such that a 

short portion of the N-terminus exposed to the environment, whereas both termini 

of P1B are embedded in the outer membrane and the central portion is exposed to 

the extracellular environment [167]. Genetic variation is found among the 

exposed portions of both subclasses of PorB, a characteristic that is used in 

subtyping strains.  

Both forms of porin contribute to the pathogenicity of Ng. PorB can translocate 

into the eukaryotic cell membrane, inhibit phagosome maturation, assist with 

bacterial entry into host cells, and down-regulate cell surface receptors necessary 

for immune function [161]. 

Of the two subclasses of porin, PorB1A is more commonly found in disseminated 

gonococcal infections [162] PIA is associated with mediating serum resistance, 

which the bacterium to escape normal human immune system responses [163]. 

PIA is also better at facilitating host cell invasion than PIB [160]. PIB, on the 

other hand, is usually associated with localized infections and contributes to anti-

microbial resistance.  
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3.4 Pathogenesis of Neisseria gonorrhoeae 

Neisseria gonorrhoeae infections are typically self-limiting and restricted to 

mucosal sites, however in some cases, untreated infection of females can lead to 

pelvic inflammatory disease, infertility, and ectopic pregnancies [164]. Infection 

with Ng results in an initial neutrophilic inflammatory response at the site of 

infection and limited, short-lived humoral responses [165]. Indeed, experimental 

infection of human subjects showed that acquisition and subsequent clearance of 

an infection does not protect against further infections with Ng [166].  

 

3.4.1 Interactions with complement 

The ability of Ng to evade recognition and attack from the human complement 

system is a major feature of host adaptation by this species. [131]. So, an intact 

CP is essential to kill Neisseriae, evidenced by the lack of bactericidal activity in 

vitro with use of IgG- and IgM-depleted serum [174][175], and C1q depletion 

[176] 

Several strains of Neisseria gonorrhoeae can regulate the CP and are 

complement-resistant by virtue of their ability to bind to the CP inhibitor, C4b-

binding protein (C4BP) [177]. Also, there is unequivocal evidence that LPS 

sialylation in Ng enhances resistance against complement [178]. In fact, analogues 

of CMP-Neu5Ac (the substrate for gonococcal LOS sialylation), lead to 

substitution of gonococcal LOS with the sialic acid analogue that counteracts the 

complement inhibitory function of Neu5Ac and attenuates gonococcal 

colonization in mice [179]. 

Finally, Ng shields itself from complement recognition, thus subverting 

complement activation in both the cervical epithelium and human serum. In the 

cervical epithelium, Neisseria gonorrhoeae binds the alternative complement 

pathway regulator factor H through sialylated LOS and Porin. Factor H (fH) acts 

as an alternative complement pathway regulatory protein and host structures 
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bound to fH are considered as self and are not targeted for opsonization and lysis. 

[138]. In the serum, Neisseria gonorrhoeae can bind the classical complement 

pathway regulator C4BP to the Porin (Figure 3.4.1), a molecule that has a similar 

function to fH. 

 

Figure 3.4.1 Neisseria gonorrhoeae binds complement proteins to prevent opsonization and 
killing by membrane attack complexes and sialylates its lipooligosaccharide (LOS) to hide from 
the complement system. Image taken from Sarah Jane Quillin, 2018. 

Understanding such mechanisms may help the development of vaccines and 

therapeutics that target virulence mechanisms. The development and success of 

fHbp-based group B meningococcal vaccines is one such example [180]. 

Our knowledge of complement evasion mechanisms may also be utilized to 

develop new drugs against multidrug-resistant gonorrhea. 

3.5 Clinical aspects of infection with Neisseria gonorrhoeae 

Gonorrhoea is one of the most common sexually transmitted infections (STIs) 

[132]. Uncomplicated genital gonorrhoea manifests as purulent urethritis in male 

and cervicitis in females, but infection may be asymptomatic in ≤ 10% of men and 

≥ 50% of women [181]. Most rectal and most pharyngeal infections are 

asymptomatic, but pharyngitis and proctitis may occur. Infection of the 

conjunctivae may also occur. Complications may include epididymitis in men and 

pelvic inflammatory disease with potential infertility [182]. Neonatal infection can 

occur in infants born to infected mothers. Ophthalmia neonatorum, if not 
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diagnosed and treated appropriately, may result in scarring and blindness. 

Disseminated infection is rare but may lead to arthritis, endocarditis, and 

meningitis [181]. 

 

3.5.1 Risk factors for gonorrhoea infection  

Gonorrhoea is most common in the younger age group < 25 years [183] and is 

also associated with men who have sex with men (MSM). Partner characteristics 

are an important factor also with adolescents whose partner has had an STI in the 

previous year being three times more likely to have have an STI [265]. 

3.6 Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) in Neisseria gonorrhoeae 

The emergence of resistance to nearly all major classes of antimicrobials makes 

gonorrhea increasingly difficult to treat. In the 1930’s, the sulfonamides were 

introduced and used to successfully treat infections with Ng. However, by the mid 

1940’s, resistance to sulfonamides made the drugs useless against gonococcal 

infections. Sulfonamides were no longer recommended for the treatment of GC 

infections by 1949. Around the same time (the mid-1940’s), penicillin was 

introduced as the drug of choice for gonorrhea infections. In 1958, strains of Ng 

with decreased susceptibility to both penicillin and streptomycin were reported 

[185]. Over the next 40 years, the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) of 

penicillin slowly increased, indicating resistance to the antibiotic. By 1987, 

treatment failure with penicillin was widespread and the drug was no longer 

recommended for the treatment of GC infections. Also, in the 1980’s, resistance 

to tetracycline became widespread, leading the withdrawal of tetracycline as a 

recommended treatment option by the CDC [257]. In the 1996, fluoroquinolones 

were introduced as a treatment for gonorrhea; however, resistance to this class of 

antibiotics began to develop soon after, and by 2007 the CDC stopped 

recommending the use of fluoroquinolones to treat Ng infections because of the 

development of widespread resistance and treatment failure. The expanded 
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spectrum cephalosporins, cefixime and ceftriaxone are currently the only 

antibiotics recommended against Ng, but unfortunately resistance to these 

antibiotics is also increasing. Also, the percentage of gonococcal strains with 

decreased susceptibility to ceftriaxone in Japan increased dramatically from 2001 

to 2007. In 2009, reports of treatment failure with ceftriaxone and cefabuten 

began to emerge in the treatment of pharyngeal gonorrhea [186].  

Eventually, an increase in isolates with decreased susceptibility to azithromycin 

and cefixime, cefpodoxime, and ceftriaxone was also observed [188]. 

Susceptibility to these drugs is clearly decreasing and it is only a matter of time 

before they will no longer be useful for treatment of gonococcal infections.  

Figure 3.6.1 adapted from Unemo and Shafer 2011 [133] summarizes the AMR 

in Ng. 

 

Figure 3.6.1 Timeline of antibiotics used in the treatment of Neisseria gonorrhoeae infections. 

3.7 Future treatment options: mAbs and vaccines 

Since the late 1800s, sera from humans or animals containing antibodies have 

been widely used for prophylaxis and therapy of viral and bacterial diseases [189]. 

Serum therapy of most bacterial infections was abandoned in the 1940s [190] after 

antibiotics became widely available. Over time, the failing efficacy of antibiotics 
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and the high mortality rate among high-risk patients calls for new treatment 

modalities for bacterial infections. However, polyclonal antibody preparations 

have continued to be used for some toxin-mediated infectious diseases and 

venomous bites [191]. Serum immunoglobulin has continued to be also used for 

viral diseases where there are few treatments available although mostly for 

prophylaxis either prior to an anticipated exposure or following an exposure to an 

infectious agent [184].  

 

3.7.1 Gonococcal mAb-based therapy  

In the antibacterial mAb field, products are based on toxin neutralization (Bacillus 

anthracis, Clostridium difficile) [185] [186] but, as discussed, mAbs can have 

different modes of action, such as virulence factor neutralization, complement-

mediated bacterial lysis, and enhancement of opsonophagocytic uptake and killing 

(OPK) [187].  

Natural infection with Neisseria gonorrhoeae may elicit a substantial antibody 

response directed against gonococcal structure, like LOS. For instance, the murine 

mAb 2C7 was previously identified by Sanjay Ram and colleagues [188]. 2C7 

was shown to react with 95% or 100% of Ng recovered directly from cervical 

secretions or minimally passaged clinical isolates, respectively. 2C7 also has 

complement-dependent bactericidal activity against gonococci [188] [199] 

indicating that the gonococcal LOS is also immunogenic.  

In this work, we used the chimerized mAb 2C7 carrying the modified Fc (E430G 

Hex1), which enhances complement activation and increases bactericidal activity, 

as a positive control to establish and validate an in vitro assay which measures the 

ability of mAbs to kill Neisseria gonorrhoeae. 
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3.7.2 Neisseria meningitidis serogroup B vaccine cross-protects against 

gonorrhea: proof of principle 

Unfortunately, to date, vaccines against Ng tested in humans have largely failed to 

stimulate protection from infection [202]. Only four candidate vaccines (whole 

cell, partially autolyzed, pilus-based, or protein I-based) have progressed to 

clinical trials but none provided protection [203].  

Neisseria meningitidis and Neisseria gonorrhoeae are closely related species that 

share numerous antigens. A retrospective case-control study found that reduced 

rates of gonorrhea occurred among sexual health clinic patients (age 15–30 years) 

following their vaccination with the outer membrane vesicle (OMV) vaccine, 

MeNZB, against Neisseria meningitidis serogroup B [204] with an efficacy 

estimated to be 31%.  OMVs are a complex mixture of outer membrane 

components that are naturally released by gram-negative bacteria [205]. OMVs 

are typically enriched with bioactive proteins, toxins, and virulence factors. They 

play a critical role in the bacteria-bacteria and bacteria-host interactions. Along 

with coordinated secretion of bacterial effector proteins, OMVs can help bacteria 

to survive and adapt in hostile environments [194]. 

Notably, the study provided an important proof of principle, which led to the 

conclusion that it is indeed plausible to hypothesize that meningococcal OMV 

vaccines may also induce functional antibodies against Neisseria gonorrhoeae.  

MeNZB is no longer available, and the serogroup B vaccine 4CMenB (Bexsero) 

used in this study contains the same OMV components with the addition of three 

recombinant proteins, named NHBA, fHbp, and NadA [207]. NHBA is a surface-

exposed lipoprotein ubiquitously expressed by Neisseria meningitidis which binds 

heparin, and it was demonstrated the contribution to meningococcal adhesion to 

epithelial cells [196]. fHbp is a lipoprotein present on the surface of Neisseria 

meningitidis that improves the survival of the bacterium in human blood by 

binding human factor H (fH), a down-regulator of the complement alternative 

pathway [197] . Lastly, NadA is one of the surface adhesins of Neisseria 
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meningitides which interacts with several cell types and plays an important role 

for host cell interaction [198].  

 

3.7.3 From Reverse Vaccinology to Reverse Vaccinology 2.0 

The discovery of vaccine antigens through whole genome sequencing (WGS) is 

captured in the term Reverse Vaccinology (RV), which was first introduced by 

Rappuoli for the development of an effective vaccine against serogroup B 

Neisseria meningitidis (Bexsero) [208]. It is worth emphasizing that the 

formulation of this complex vaccine could not have been achieved without the 

systematic, WGS-based approach. In contrast to conventional vaccine 

development strategies, RV offers a method to facilitate rapid vaccine design and 

reduces reliance on the traditional, relatively tedious, and labor-intensive 

approach based on Pasteur’s principles of isolating, inactivating, and injecting the 

causative agent of an infectious disease. The genome sequence provides at once a 

catalog of virtually all protein antigens that the pathogen can express at any time. 

RV poses the question of whether any of the potential antigen candidates can 

provide protective immunity without knowing whether the antigen is abundant, 

immunogenic, or expressed in vitro [199]. 

Nowadays, the high throughput discovery of protective human antibodies, 

sequencing of the B cell repertoire, and the increasing structural characterization 

of protective antigens and epitopes has provided the molecular and mechanistic 

understanding which led to the “Reverse Vaccinology 2.0”. 

The Reverse Vaccinology 2.0 approach, depicted in Figure 3.7.1, was indeed used 

in this work for the interrogation of single-sorted B cells through direct screening 

of mAbs. Starting from single B-cells sorted, we were able to characterize the 

genetic and functional properties of the produced mAbs in order to identify 

protective antigens and, eventually, epitopes.  
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Figure 3.7.1 Representation of how human B cells enable the identification of protective 
mAbs from vaccinated or infected subjects. Single B cell sorting and culturing in the presence 
of feeder cells allow direct screening and selection of naturally produced mAbs with functionality 
and recovery of the corresponding Ig gene sequence. This approach allows for the interrogation of 
single-sorted B cells through direct screening of mAb functionality. The figure was taken from 
Rappuoli, 2016. 
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4 SARS-CoV-2 

4.1 The emergence of a third novel Coronavirus 

On 31st December 2019, the Chinese authorities reported to the WHO [209] the 

occurrence of several cases of a mysterious pneumonia. The origin of the 

Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic was traced back to a cluster of 

pneumonia cases connected to a wet seafood market in Wuhan City, Hubei 

Province, China. At the beginning of March 2020, the virus began to spread in 

Italy [210].  

Based on the data provided daily by the European Centre for Disease Prevention 

and Control (ECDC), since 31st December 2019 and as of week 48 2021, 

266,018,810 cases of COVID-19 have been reported, including 5,265,092 deaths.  

Fortunately, on 14th December 2020, the first vaccine against COVID-19, devel- 

oped by Pfizer BioNTech, was approved for emergency use authorization by the 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the United States. It was the first vaccine 

manufactured with the mRNA technology [211]. 

4.2 SARS-CoV-2 genomics and structure 

Coronaviruses (CoVs) are a group of enveloped, positive-sense single-stranded 

RNA viruses [212]. All the highly pathogenic CoVs, including Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), belong to the 

Betacoronavirus genus, group 2. The SARS-CoV-2 genome sequence shares 

~80% sequence identity with SARS-CoV and ~50% with Middle East respiratory 

syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) [213]. It comprises 14 open reading frames 

(ORFs), two-thirds of which encode 16 nonstructural proteins (nsp 1–16) that 
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make up the replicase complex. The remaining one-third encodes nine accessory 

proteins (ORF) and four structural proteins: spike (S), envelope (E), membrane 

(M), and nucleocapsid (N), of which Spike mediates CoV entry into host cells 

[214].  

 

4.2.1 Spike glycoproteins 

CoV entry into host cells is mediated by spike (S) glycoprotein [216] which 

represents an attractive antiviral target. S protein is composed of two functional 

subunits, including the S1 and S2 subunits. The S1 subunit consists of N-terminal 

domain (NTD) and receptor binding domain (RBD) [216]. The function of S1 

subunit is to bind to the receptor on host cells, while S2 subunit contains fusion 

peptide (FP), heptad repeat 1 (HR1), central helix (CH), connector domain (CD), 

heptad repeat 2 (HR2), transmembrane domain (TM), and cytoplasmic tail (CT). 

Also, S2 subunit mediates the fusion of the membranes of viruses and host cells. 

The S1/S2 protease site induces cleavage of the spike glycoprotein at the S2’ 

cleavage site to activate the protein which then promotes fusion of the membranes 

of viruses and host cells through irreversible conformational changes. [299]. 

 

4.2.2 The Receptor Binding Domain (RBD) 

The SARS-CoV-2 Spike RBD mediates direct contact with angiotensin-

converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), and an S1/S2 polybasic cleavage site that is 

proteolytically cleaved by cellular cathepsin L and transmembrane protease serine 

2 (TMPRSS2) [216]. TMPRSS2 facilitates viral entry at the plasma membrane 

surface, whereas cathepsin L activates SARS-CoV-2 Spike in endosomes and can 

compensate for entry into cells that lack TMPRSS2 [215], [216]. Once the 

genome is released into the host cytosol, ORF1a and ORF1b are translated into 

viral replicase proteins, which are cleaved into individual nonstructural proteins 

(nsps). Such nsps form the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. Here, the replicase 

components rearrange the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) into double-membrane 

vesicles (DMVs) that facilitate viral replication of genomic and subgenomic 
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RNAs (sgRNA); the latter are translated into accessory and viral structural 

proteins that facilitate virus particle formation (Figure 4.2.1) [217]. 

 

Figure 4.2.1 The Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) 
lifecycle. It begins by binding of the envelope Spike protein to angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 
(ACE2), The RNA genome is released into the cytosol, where it is translated into the replicase 
proteins. The polyproteins (pp1a and pp1b) are cleaved by a virus-encoded protease into individual 
replicase complex nonstructural proteins (nsps) Replication begins in virus-induced double-
membrane vesicles (DMVs) derived from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), which ultimately 
integrate to form elaborate webs of convoluted membranes. Here, the incoming positive-strand 
genome then serves as a template for full-length negative-strand RNA and subgenomic (sg)RNA. 
Finally, subsequent positive-sense RNA genomes are incorporated into newly synthesized virions, 
which are secreted from the plasma membrane. The figure was taken from Andrew G. Harrison, 
2020. 

A crucial study [207] showed that RBD goes through conformational transitions 

like a hinge, leading to the hide or exposure of the determinants of the spike 

protein to engage a host cell receptor. This process will form the following two 

states: “down” conformation and “up” conformation. In the “down” conformation, 

SARS-CoV-2 could not recognize the ACE2 on the host cells (Figure 4.2.2).  

Importantly, the development of RBD-targeting vaccines and neutralizing 

antibodies, showed the strong ability to inhibit viral entry through disrupting the 
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binding between RBD to the receptor ACE2, which could provide a wider 

perspective to the design novel therapeutic approaches as well as vaccines against 

COVID-19. 

 

Figure 4.2.2 Cryo-EM of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in the prefusion conformation. (A) 
Schematic of SARS-CoV-2 S primary structure colored by domain. (B) Side and top views of the 
prefusion structure of the 2019-nCoV S protein with a single RBD in the up conformation. Image 
taken from Daniel Wrapp, 2020. 

4.3 Passive immunotherapy and neutralizing antibodies 

Administration of convalescent plasma to 5,000 COVID-19 hospitalized patients 

demonstrated to be safe as the occurrence of serious adverse events was low and 

likely to be beneficial when given at an early stage of COVID-19 [303]. Indeed, 

during the first months of this pandemic, many groups have been active in 

isolating and characterizing mAbs from COVID-19 convalescent patients or from 

humanized mice, and some of them have been progressing quickly to clinical 

trials for the prevention and cure of SARS-CoV-2 infection [303]. 

The dose of mAbs so far used in clinical trials against SARS-CoV-2 is high, 

ranging from 500 to 8,000 mg. High dosage has cost-associated implications 
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making this therapeutic intervention extremely costly and therefore available 

almost exclusively in high-income countries. 

In this work, we identified and characterized extremely potent antibodies which 

can be used at low dosage to make them affordable and conveniently delivered by 

intramuscular injection. In addition, we mitigated the risk of ADE by engineering 

their Fc region [126].  The workflow is depicted in the Figure 4.3.1. 

 

Figure 4.3.1 Worflow used for the identification of SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies 
(nAbs). Phase 1 consisted in the enrolment of COVID-19 patients from which PBMCs were 
isolated. Memory B cells were single cell sorted, and after 2 weeks of incubation, antibodies were 
screened for their binding specificity against the S protein trimer and S1/S2 domains. Once S 
protein-specific mAbs were identified, phase 2 started. All specific mAbs were tested in vitro to 
evaluate their neutralization activity against the authentic SARS-CoV-2 virus. nAbs were selected 
for further functional characterization. Phase 3 starts with the characterization of the heavy and 
light chain sequences of selected mAbs and the engineering of the Fc portion of three most 
promising candidates. Finally, the most potent antibody was tested for its prophylactic and 
therapeutic effect. The figure was taken from Emanuele Andreano, 2021. 
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5 Aim of the thesis 

In the context of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) and emerging infectious 

diseases, we put our efforts into the discovery of highly effective monoclonal 

antibodies (mAbs) capable of either neutralizing or attenuate bacterial and viral 

infections.  

Specifically, this work aimed to identify functional mAbs against Neisseria 

gonorrhoeae (Ng) and SARS-CoV-2.  

Using the Reverse Vaccinology 2.0 approach we: 

• Isolated mAbs against Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Ng) from people 

vaccinated with 4CMenB Bexsero (®), a meningococcal serogroup B 

vaccine, to unveil the antigens and mechanism(s) responsible for the 

mediated cross-protection.  

 

• Isolated mAbs from SARS-CoV-2 convalescent donors to rapidly identify 

extremely potent mAbs capable of neutralizing the SARS-CoV-2 

infection.  

The final goal of this work is to accelerate the identification of novel 

antigens/epitopes in order to implement novel therapeutic and prophylactic 

interventions based on the use of mAbs.  
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6 Materials and Methods 

6.1 Single cell sorting of Bexsero vaccinees  

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from heparin-treated 

whole blood by density gradient centrifugation (Ficoll-Paque PREMIUM, Sigma-

Aldrich). After separation, PBMCs were stained with Live/Dead Fixable Aqua 

(Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, US) in 100 µL final volume diluted 1:500 

at room temperature (RT). After 20 min incubation cells were washed with PBS 

and unspecific bindings were saturated with 50 µL of 20% normal rabbit serum 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, US) in PBS. Following 20 min incubation at 4°C cells 

were washed with PBS and the staining mixes were used for plasma cells (PCs) 

and memory B cells (MBCs) isolation. PCs, from Visit 2, were stained with CD19 

v450 (BD cat# 560354), CD20 PercP Cy5.5 (BD cat# 560907), CD27 PE (BD 

cat# 340425), CD38 BB515 (BD cat# 564498) and IgD Alexa700 (BD cat# 

348230). MBCs, from Visit 3, were stained with CD19 V421 (BD cat# 562440), 

IgM PerCP-Cy5.5 (BD cat# 561285), CD27 PE (BD cat# 340425), IgD-A700 

(BD cat# 561302), CD3 PE-Cy7 (BioLegend cat# 300420), CD14 PE-Cy7 

(BioLegend cat# 301814), CD56 PECy7 (BioLegend cat# 318318) and New 

Zealand OMVs labeled with Alexa-488 for 30 min at 4°C. Stained PCs and MBCs 

were single cell-sorted with BD FACS Aria III (BD Biosciences) into 96-well 

plates containing DEPC water, RNAseOut, BSA or 384-well plates containing 

3T3-CD40L feeder cells, respectively. PCs were stored at -80°C until RT-PCR 

was performed while MBCs were incubated with IL-2 and IL-21 for 14 days at 

37°C in 5% CO2. 
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6.2 Single cell Reverse Transcription –Polymerase Chain 

Reaction (RT-PCR) and Ig gene amplification  

From the original 384-well sorting plate, 5 µL of cell lysate was used to perform 

RT-PCR. Total RNA from single cells was reverse transcribed in 25 µL of 

reaction volume composed of 1 µL of Ig gene-specific primer mix (10 µM) (Table 

S1), 1 µL of dNTP-Mix (10 mM), 2 µL 0.1 M DTT, 40 U/µL RNase OUT, MgCl2 

(25 mM), 5x FS buffer and Superscript IV reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). Final 

volume was reached by adding nuclease-free water (DEPC). Reverse transcription 

(RT) reaction was performed at 42°C/10 min, 25°C/10 min, 50°C/ 60 min and 

94°C/5 min. Heavy (VH) and light (VL) chain amplicons were obtained via two 

rounds of PCR. All PCR reactions were performed in nuclease-free water in a 

total volume of 25 µL. Briefly, 4 µL of cDNA were used for the first round of 

PCR (PCR I). PCR I master mix contained 10 µM of VH and 10 µM VL primer-

mix (Table S1), 10 mM dNTP mix, 0.125 µL of Kapa Long Range Polymerase 

(Sigma), 1.5 µL MgCl2 and 5 µL of 5x Kapa Long Range Buffer. PCR I reaction 

was performed at 95°C/3 min, 5 cycles at 95°C/30 sec, 57°C/30 sec, 72°C/ 30 sec 

and 30 cycles at 95°C/30 sec, 60°C/30 sec, 72°C/30 sec and a final extension at 

72°C/2 min. All nested PCR reactions (PCR II) were performed using 3.5 µL of 

unpurified PCR I product and PCR II primer-mix (Table S1), using the same 

cycling conditions as PCR I. PCR II products were then purified by Millipore 

MultiScreen PCR 96 plate according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples 

were eluted in 30 µL nuclease-free water into 96-well plates and quantified by 

Qubit Fluorometric Quantitation assay (Invitrogen). 

6.2.1 Cloning of variable region genes and recombinant antibody expression in 

the transcriptionally active PCR fragment format (TAP) 

Vector digestions were carried out with the respective restriction enzymes AgeI, 

SalI and XhoI as previously described by Tiller and colleagues [211]. Briefly, 75 

ng of IgH, Igl and Igk purified PCR II products were ligated by using the Gibson 

Assembly strategy (NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix, New England 
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Biolabs) into 25 ng of IgG1, Igl or Igk expression vectors. The reaction was 

performed in 5 µL total volume. The ligation product was 10-fold diluted in 

nuclease-free water and used as the template for transcriptionally active PCR 

(TAP) reaction which allowed the direct use of linear DNA fragments for in vitro 

expression. The entire process consists of one PCR amplification step using TAP 

primers (Table S1) that add functional promoter (human CMV) and terminator 

sequences (SV40) onto the PCR II products. TAP reaction was performed in a 

total volume of 25 µL using 5 µL of Q5 polymerase (NEB), 5 µL of GC Enhancer 

(NEB), 5 µL of 5X buffer, 10 mM dNTPs, 0.125 µL of forward/reverse primers 

and 3 µL of ligation product. TAP reaction was performed by using the following 

cycling conditions: 98°C/2 min, 35 cycles composed of 98°C/10 sec, 61°C/20 sec, 

72°C/1 min and 72°C/5 min as the final extension step. TAP products were 

purified under the same PCR II conditions, quantified by Qubit Fluorometric 

Quantitation assay (Invitrogen) and used for transient transfection in the Expi293F 

cell line according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  

6.2.2 Flask expression and purification of human monoclonal antibodies  

Expi293F cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were transiently transfected with 

plasmids expressing the antibody heavy and light chains in a 1:2 ratio. The 

transfection process lasts for six days at 37°C with 8% CO2 in shaking conditions 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US). 

ExpiFectamine 293 transfection enhancers 1 and 2 were added 16 to 18 h post-

transfection to boost cell viability and protein expression. Cell cultures were 

harvested six days after transfection. Supernatants collected were then pooled and 

clarified by centrifugation (4,500 xg, 15 min, 4°C) followed by filtration through 

a 0.22 mm filter. Chromatography was conducted at room temperature using the 

AKTA Go purification system from GE Healthcare Life Sciences. Affinity 

chromatography was used to purify expressed monoclonal antibodies using an 

immobilized protein G column able to bind to the Fc region. Specifically, filtered 

culture supernatants were purified with a 1 mL HiTrap Protein G HP column (GE 

Healthcare Life Sciences) previously equilibrated in Buffer A (0.02 M NaH2PO4 

pH 7). The flow rate for all steps of the HiTrap Protein G HP column was 1 
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mL/min. Culture supernatants were applied to 1 mL HiTrap Protein G HP column. 

The column was equilibrated in Buffer A for at least 6 column volumes (CV) 

which was collected as the column wash. Each monoclonal antibody was eluted 

from the column by applying a step elution of 6 CV of Buffer B (0.1 M glycine-

HCl, pH 2.7) and by collecting 1 mL elution fractions.  Eluted fractions were 

analyzed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE and fractions showing the presence of IgG 

were pooled together. Final pools were dialyzed in PBS buffer pH 7.4 using Slide-

A-Lyzer G2 Dialysis Cassette 3,5K (Thermo Fisher Scientific) overnight at 4°C. 

The dialysis buffer used was at least 200 times the volume of the sample. 

Antibody concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance at 520 nm 

using Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). All the purified 

antibodies were aliquoted and stored at -80°C. 

6.3 Bacterial strains and culture conditions   

Fresh cultures of different Ng strains (Table 2) were prepared from frozen stocks 

by streaking onto gonococcal agar (GCA) consisting of agar base supplemented 

with 1% v/v IsoVitaleX (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). On the 

following day, bacteria were grown in gonococcal (GC) liquid medium at 37°C, 

5% CO2 starting from OD600 0.1 until mid-log phase cultures, i.e., OD600 0.5. 

Table 2. Neisseria gonorrhoeae strains used in this study. 

 

*The WHO reference strains are intended for internal and external quality assurance and quality 

control in laboratory investigations. 

Ng strains Isolation site Porin Source
FA1090 Lab strain PorB1B ATCC
BG27 Clinical isolate PorB1B University of Bristol, UK
F62 Lab strain PorB1B ATCC

WHO F WHO strain* PorB1A Örebro University Hospital, Sweden 
WHO N WHO strain* PorB1A Örebro University Hospital, Sweden 
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6.4 Whole-bacterial cell enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay (ELISA) 

After growth, bacteria were first centrifuged at 4,500 xg for 5 min and then 

resuspended in PBS with the same volume. Bacteria were seeded into 384-well 

plates and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 30 min. After incubation, plates 

containing bacteria were automatically washed twice by using a washer dispenser 

(BioTek EL406, Agilent Technologies, US) with PBS, Tween20 0.05%, 150 

µL/well. Bacteria were fixed with 0:5% formaldehyde at RT for 30 min. Wells 

were washed and the saturation step followed using PBS, BSA 1% in 75 µL to 

avoid unspecific binding and plates were incubated at 37°C for 1 h. After 

incubation, wells were washed, and primary antibodies contained into the TAP-

supernatants were added in a 1:5 ratio in PBS, BSA 1%, Tween20 0.05% in 25 µL 

/well final volume and incubated for 1 h at 37°C without CO2. Wells were washed 

and 25 µL /well of alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-human IgG (Sigma-

Aldrich, US) and IgA (Southern Biotech) were used as secondary antibodies. A 

final wash followed and then pNPP (p-nitrophenyl phosphate) (Sigma-Aldrich) 

was used as a substrate to detect the binding of the mAbs. Absorbance was 

measured by using the Varioskan Lux Reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US) at 

405 nm. Samples were considered as positive if OD at 405 nm (OD405) was three 

times the blank. 

6.5 Screening for binding by Luminex 

In order to perform the screening, two different panels were implemented (Table 

3) based on reagent availability. Panel 1 only, included recombinant proteins 

NHBA, fHbp and NadA present in the Bexsero formulation along with the 

gonococcal PorB and the meningococcal PorA. While both Panel 1 and 2 included 

Outer Membrane Vesicle (OMV) from a New Zealand (NZ) meningococcal group 

B strain. Also, different gonococcal OMVs and Generalized Modules for 
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Membrane Antigens (GMMAs) were present in both Panels in order to assess 

cross-reactivity of mAbs. GMMAs are OMVs derived from gram-negative 

bacteria engineered to provide an over-vesiculating phenotype [212]. GMMAs 

used in our experiments were Δlpx, which is a knockout mutant encoding UDP-

GlcNAc acyltransferase required for the first step of lipid A biosynthesis [213]. 

Antigens were obtained in PBS and coupled to different Luminex beads 

(MagPlex). 5 µl of transfection supernatants were incubated with 5 µl of the 

antigen mixture diluted 1:7 in PBS, Tween20 0.05%, 1% BSA for 1 hour with 

shaking at 1,200 xg. Beads were washed 3 times with PBS, Tween20 0.05% and 

incubated for 45 min with R-Phycoerythrin-AffiniPure F(ab')2 Fragment Goat 

Anti-Human IgG, Fcγ Fragment Specific (109-116-098; Jackson 

Immunoresearch, US). After 3 washes, beads were resuspended in PBS, Tween20 

0.05% and signals were acquired by BioPlex 3D suspension array system 

(#BioPlex3D; BIO-RAD). 

Table 3 Antigens used for binding screening by Luminex. 

 

  *Luminex Panel 1 was used for Sbj 1 and Sbj 2 screening (Visit 2 and 3). 
**Luminex Panel 2 was used for Sbj 3 and Sbj 4 screening (Visit 2 and 3). 

6.6 Luminescence-Based Serum Bactericidal Assay (L-SBA)  

To study the activity of the mAbs which were positive for binding to at least one 

Ng strain, we designed an assay based on the detection of ATP as a proxy of 

viable bacteria.  

Porins OMVs  GMMAs Proteins OMVs  GMMAs
PorB_1a FA1090 MS11_Δlpx NadA FA1090 MS11_Δlpx
PorB_1b BG27 SK92_Δlpx NHBA BG27 SK92_Δlpx

PorA_MenB WHO F F62_Δlpx fHbp  WHO F F62_Δlpx
WHO N FA1090_Δlpx WHO N

NZ BG27 NZ

Luminex Panel 1 Luminex Panel 2
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Baby rabbit complement (BRC) (Cedarlane, Burlington, Canada) was used as a 

source of complement in L-SBA assays. BRC was diluted to 10% v/v for FA1090 

strain, while 20% v/v was used for BG27 strain. BRC was heat-inactivated 

(hiBRC) at 56°C for 30 min before use as a complement inactivated control.  

Ng was grown to mid-log phase and resuspended in Dulbecco’s modification of 

PBS (PBSB) as detailed above. Reactions were performed by incubating bacteria 

with TAP supernatants in PBSB, 2% FBS and 0.1% glucose and in the presence 

of 10% v/v of BRC in round bottom 96-well plates. hiBRC control adjusted to a 

final volume of 50 µL in PBSB, 2% FBS and 0.1% glucose was used. The 

reactions were incubated for 2 h at 37°C, 5% CO2. After the incubation, plates 

were centrifuged for 8 min at 4,500 ×g. The supernatant was discarded to remove 

ATP derived from dead bacteria and the pellets were re-suspended in 30 µL of 1% 

PBS. This suspension was transferred to a 96-well white flat bottom plate 

(Greiner Bio-One, Kremsmünster, Austria) and an equal volume of BacTiter-Glo 

reagent (Promega, US) was added to each well. The reaction was incubated for 5 

min at RT on an orbital shaker before the luminescence signal was read using a 

Varioskan™ LUX multimode microplate reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA, USA).   

6.7 SDS-PAGE and Immunoblotting for anti-LOS mAbs 

Ng LOS was prepared as follows. FA0190 was grown in 50 mL, as descrived, and 

centrifuged at 4,500 xg, 5 min. Bacterial pellet was then lysed with 1% Triton-X-

100, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and Proteinase K 

treatment was used to eliminate protein antigens. Protease K–digested bacterial 

lysates were separated on 12% Bis-Tris gels (Invitrogen) with MES running 

buffer (Invitrogen) and LOS was visualized by silver stain (Bio-Rad). LOS was 

transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Millipore, Billerica, MA) by 

electroblotting. Membranes were then blocked with PBS, 1% milk for 1 h at 37°C 
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and probed with purified mAbs at 10 µg/mL, overnight at 4°C. mAb-reactive LOS 

bands were visualized with anti-human (IgG conjugated to alkaline phosphatase. 

6.8 Binding characterization by cytofluorimetry 

After bacterial growth, bacteria were first centrifuged at 4,500 xg, 5 min and then 

resuspended and diluted in PBS, 1% BSA to reach OD600 0.2. 50 µL of bacterial 

suspension were seeded onto 96-well round bottom TC-treated microplates 

(Corning, US). Bacterial suspensions were centrifuged (4,500 xg, 5 min) and 

resuspended in a mixture with PBS, 1% BSA and primary antibodies at 10 µg/mL 

in 50 µL. An incubation step of 1 h followed, at 37°C, 5% CO2. Bacterial 

suspensions were centrifuged (4,500 xg, 5 min) and resuspended in a mixture of 

PBS, 1% BSA and a goat anti-Human IgG secondary antibody, labeled with 

Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US) in 50 µL. Bacterial suspensions 

were centrifuged (4,500 xg, 5 min) and fixed with 0.5% formaldehyde at RT for 

30 min. After fixation, bacterial suspensions were centrifuged (4,500 xg, 5 min) 

and re-suspended in PBS in a final volume of 50 µL. The samples were read using 

BD FACS Canto II flow cytometer. At least 10,000 counts were acquired for each 

sample. The analysis was carried out using FlowJo (version 10). 

6.9 Binding characterization by confocal imaging 

Bacteria were grown, as described above, and re-suspended in PBS to achieve a 

final OD600 0.2. 50 µL of diluted bacterial suspensions were seeded onto a 96-well 

glass-bottom plate (Perkin Elmer, US) and incubated for 30 min at 37°C, 5% CO2 

to allow adhesion of bacteria. After incubation, bacteria were fixed with 0.5% 

formaldehyde. After two washing steps, 50 µL of saturation buffer (PBS, 1% 

BSA) were added and the plate was incubated for 1 h at 37°C. After saturation, a 

mixture containing PBS, 1% BSA and primary antibodies (10 µg/mL) in 50 µL 
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was added. Samples were incubated for 1 h at 37°C. A washing step with 100 µL 

of PBS followed the incubation, and a goat anti-Human IgG secondary antibody, 

labeled with Alexa Fluor 488, was added (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US). The 

plates were incubated for 30 min at 37°C. After two washing steps with 100 µL of 

PBS, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was added at a final concentration of 

0.1 µg/mL to the pellet and incubated for 30 min at 4°C. Images were taken with 

Zeiss LSM700 microscopy system using a 100x objective and confocal settings. 
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7 Results part I: discovery of mAbs against Neisseria 

gonorrhoeae 

7.1 Enrolment of Bexsero-vaccinated subjects 

Subjects involved in this study have received two doses of Bexsero vaccine. 

Blood withdrawal occurred three times (Visits 1-3) (Figure 13). This first phase 

consisted in the enrolment of subjects (N=9) from which PBMCs, serum and 

plasma were isolated. During Visit 1 only plasma and serum were collected. Visit 

2 occurred 7 days after the second dose, with the aim of isolating plasma cells 

(PCs) from the PBMCs, along with serum and plasma. Visit 3 occurred 28 days 

after the second dose in order to isolate memory B cells (MBCs) from PBMCs, 

along with serum and plasma. Notably, results presented in this work refer to a 

smaller cohort (N=4). Figure 7.1.1 shows the immunization schedule that was 

used for this study. 

 

Figure 7.1.1. Immunization schedule for sample collection from Bexsero vaccinees. 

Visit 2 
(7 days Post-second dose)

CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
1. Blood withdrawal (50 

mL)

SAMPLES COLLECTED:
1. PBMC
2. Serum
3. Plasma

CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
1. Blood withdrawal (20 

mL)
2. Second dose

SAMPLES COLLECTED:
1. Serum
2. Plasma

Visit 1 
(Pre-second dose)

Visit 3 
(28 days Post-second dose)

CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
1. Blood withdrawal (50 

mL)

SAMPLES COLLECTED:
1. PBMC
2. Serum
3. Plasma
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7.2 Isolation of plasma cells and memory B cells  

7.2.1 Plasma cells (PCs) from Visit 2 

PCs were retrieved 7 days post second dose as the increase in PC numbers in 

peripheral blood is observed between day 7 and day 14, when long-lived plasma 

cells are produced in the germinal centers (GCs) [214]. As PCs do not proliferate 

[215], they were directly sorted into a lysis buffer (DEPC water, RNAseOut, 

BSA) and stored at -80°C until RT-PCRs. PCs were gated as CD19+ CD20- 

CD27+ CD38+ IgD- B cells (Figure 7.2.1). A total of 4,992 PCs were successfully 

collected (Table 4).  

 

Figure 7.2.1. Gating strategy used for single cell sorting of PCs Live cells were gated on single 
cells, followed by gating on CD19+ CD20- CD27+ CD38+ IgD- cells to exclude T cells and 
monocytes and to gate on CD19+ B-cells. PCs were sorted by FACS Aria III cytometer. 

Table 4. Summary of PCs sorting. The Table reports the number of single cells sorted for each 
subject analyzed in this study. 

 

Subject Viable cells Single PCs Sorted N° of plates
Sbj 1 19.8 x 106 1920 20
Sbj 2 34.2 x 106 1920 20
Sbj 3 40.6 x 106 672 7
Sbj 4 34.4 x 106 480 5
Total 4992 52
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7.2.2 Memory B cells (MBCs) from Visit 3 

To isolate MBCs specific for OMVs New Zealand (NZ), contained in the Bexsero 

formulation, PBMCs from Bexsero vaccinees were collected and stained with 

fluorescently labeled OMVs NZ+. PBMCs were isolated 28 days after Bexsero 

second dose, when the primary antibody response has resolved, and antigen-

specific cells are at their proliferation peak [214]. The gating strategy depicted in 

Figure 7.2.2 was used to single-cell sort, into 384-well plates, IgG+ and IgA+ 

MBCs binding to OMVs NZ. The sorting strategy aimed to specifically identify 

class-switched MBCs (CD19+ CD27+ IgD- IgM-) in order to select only MBCs that 

underwent the maturation processes. A total of 4,609 OMVs NZ+ MBCs were 

successfully retrieved with frequencies ranging from 0.81% to 2.73% (Table 5). 

After the sorting, MBCs were incubated over a layer of 3T3-CD40L feeder cells 

in the presence of IL-2 and IL-21 stimuli for 2 weeks to allow natural production 

of immunoglobulins [216].  

 

Figure 7.2.2. Gating strategy used for single cell sorting of MBCs. Cells were selected for 
live/dead, morphology, and singlets. Cells were then gated for CD19+ IgD- IgM- and OMV NZ+. 
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Table 5 Summary of MBCs sorting. The Table reports the frequency of antigen-specific cells 
and the number of single MBCs sorted for each subject analyzed in this study. 

 

7.3 Identification of mAbs binding to Ng (whole-bacterium 

binders)  

To simplify the screening of sorted PCs and MBCs, a whole bacterial cell 

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was established and optimized. 

The assay was performed in 384-well plates and was used to detect plasma cell 

supernatants (PC SNs) from Visit 2, and MBC supernatants (MBC SNs) from 

Visit 3, able to bind to different Ng strains (Table 2). The screening of Sbj 1 and 

Sbj 2 was performed against BG27, WHO F and WHO N strains, which were 

used to establish and validate the assay. Notably, the Ng strains used for Sbj 3 and 

Sbj 4 were different, except for BG27. Indeed, FA1090 and F62 replaced WHO F 

and WHO N as they resulted susceptible to the baby rabbit complement in L-SBA 

assay (not shown). 

7.3.1 Whole bacterial cell ELISA Sbj 1 and Sbj 2, Visit 2 

PC mAbs were expressed as full-length immunoglobulins, carrying the Hex3 

mutation, as discussed previously, using the transcriptionally active PCR (TAP) 

method with more than 90% expression efficiency. 96 PC SNs from Sbj 1 and Sbj 

2 (N=192) were expressed. PC SNs were tested for the ability to bind to BG27, 

WHO F and WHO N strains. A panel of 16 and 25 PC SNs was identified for Sbj 

1 for Sbj 2, respectively (Figure 7.3.1 (A)). The majority was able to cross-bind 

the three strains. The overall frequency of PC SNs positive for Ng ranged between 

16% and 26%. The binding distribution of positive SNs was consistent, with the 

Subject Viable cells Antigen specific MBCs (%) Single MBCs Sorted
Sbj 1 40.6 x 106 2.39 2004
Sbj 2 34.2 x 106 0.81 756
Sbj 3 49 x 106 2.41 1232
Sbj 4 36.4 x 106 2.73 616
Total 4608
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majority able to cross-bind all the three strains tested (approaching 50%) and were 

named as “tri-specific” mAbs (Figure 7.3.1 (B)). 

 

Figure 7.3.1. Sbj1 and 2_Visit_2 whole-bacterial cell ELISA analysis and distribution. (A) 
Heat map of positive PC SNs screened for binding against BG27, WHO F and WHO N strains. (B) 
PC SNs distribution is shown on the donut charts. Threshold of positivity was set as two times the 
value of the blank. 

7.3.2 Whole-bacterial cell ELISA Sbj 1 and Sbj 2, Visit 3 

After 14 days of incubation to allow natural production of immunoglobulins, 

MBC SNs were screened against BG27, WHO F and WHO N strains (Table 2). A 

total of 2,004 MBC SNs from Sbj 1 and 756 MBC SNs from Sbj 2 were screened. 

227 and 96 positive SNs from Sbj 1 and 2 were identified, respectively. The 

overall percentage of positive MBC SNs was very consistent, ranging around 

12%. Compared to Visit 2, the binding distribution of the SNs was quite different. 

In particular, the majority of SNs was able to bind specifically the BG27 strain 
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only (almost 70%), while only 17% and 16% SNs from sbj1 and 2, respectively, 

was able to cross-bind all the Ng strains (Figure 7.3.2). 

 

Figure 7.3.2. Sbj1_Sbj2_Visit_3 whole-bacterial cell ELISA analysis and distribution. MBC 
SNs were screened for binding against BG27, WHO F and WHO N strains. (A) Positive MBC SNs 
are shown in red. (B) MBC SNs binding distribution. Threshold of positivity was set as two times 
the value of the blank.  

7.3.3 Whole-bacterial cell ELISA Sbj 3 and Sbj 4, Visit 2 

As for Sbj 1 and Sbj 2, a whole bacterial cell enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

(ELISA) was performed on FA1090 strain. 192 PC SNs from Sbj 3 and Sbj 4 

(N=384) were expressed as full-length immunoglobulins, with Hex3 mutation, as 

explained previously, and then tested for binding. A panel of 61 and 44 PC SNs 

was identified for Sbj 3 for Sbj 4, respectively. The overall frequency of positive 

PC SNs was 32% for Sbj 3 and 23% for Sbj 4 (Figure 7.4.3). 

 

Figure 7.3.3. Sbj3_Sbj4_Visit_2 whole-bacterial cell ELISA analysis and distribution. PC 
SNs were screened for binding against FA1090. Positive PC SNs are shown in red. Threshold of 
positivity was set as two times the value of the blank. 
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N= 1 (1%) WHO N
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N=15 (16%) Tri-specific
N= 5 (5%) BG27/WHO F
N= 2 (2%) BG27/WHO N
N=2 (2%) WHO F/WHO N
N=62 (65%) BG27
N= 7 (7%) WHO F
N= 3 (3%) WHO N
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Sbj 1 binding distribution Sbj 2 binding distribution
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Total=192
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Negative SNs
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7.3.4 Whole-bacterial cell ELISA Sbj 3 and Sbj 4, Visit 3 

Naturally produced immunoglobulins were screened against FA1090, BG27 and 

F62 strains. A total of 1,232 and 616 MBC SNs from Sbj 3 and 4 were screened, 

respectively. A panel of 151 and 79 positive SNs from Sbj 3 and 4 was identified 

(Figure 7.4.4 (A)). The overall percentage of positive MBC SNs was 12%, 

consistent with Sbj 1 and 2 Visit 3, although the panel of Ng strains was different. 

This scenario is partially justified by the presence of BG27 in both panels, which 

confirmed to be the most recognized strain during the screenings. As for the 

distribution of tri-specific mAbs (i.e., able to bind all of the three strains), this was 

very similar for Sbj 3 and 4, approaching 34% and 30%, respectively (Figure 

7.4.4 (B)). 

 

Figure 7.3.4. Sbj3_Sbj4_Visit_3 whole-bacterial cell ELISA analysis and distribution. MBC 
SNs were screened for binding against FA1090, BG27, and F62 strains. (A) Positive MBC SNs are 
shown in red. (B) MBC SNs binding distribution. Threshold of positivity was set as two times the 
value of the blank. 
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7.4 Identification of mAbs capable of binding to OMVs/GMMAs   

Subsequently, PC and MBC SNs were tested for binding to GMMAs, OMVs and 

to Bexsero recombinant proteins in a multiplex Luminex assay. To increase the 

throughput of our approach, SNs were tested at a single-point dilution (1:5). SNs 

identified were classified as cross OMVs/GMMAs, protein-specific binders, or 

OMV NZ binders, based on the ability to react with the different antigens and the 

panel of antigens used. The panel of antigens changed based on the availability of 

reagents. Specifically, Panel 1 was used for Sbj 1 and 2, while Panel 2 was used 

for Sbj 3 and 4 (Table 3). 

7.4.1 Luminex Sbj 1 and Sbj 2 (Visit 2) 

From Sbj 1, 20 out of 96 (21%) positive PC SNs were identified, while from Sbj 

2, positive SNs were 15 out of 96 (16%) (Figure 7.4.1 (A)). The majority of SNs 

from Sbj 1 was able to bind OMV NZ only (Figure 7.4.1 (B)), with poor 

PorA_MenB response, which is known to be immunodominant [217]. Whereas 

the 25% (N=5) was able to cross-react with most of the antigens, with the 

exclusion of GMMA_SK92_Dlpx. With respect of Sbj 1, Sbj 2 showed a stronger 

response to PorA_Men B as well as Ng_PorB. In particular, the majority of SNs 

positive for meningococcal and gonococcal Porins were able to cross-react to both 

strains, leading to the conclusion that they could recognize shared epitopes. 

Another difference lies in the distribution of cross-reactive mAbs against 

OMVs/GMMAs between the two subjects, which was higher for Sbj 1. The 

complete binding distribution is depicted in Figure 7.4.1 (B). 
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Figure 7.4.1. Sbj1_Sbj2_Visit_2 bacterial OMVs/GMMAs analysis and distribution. (A) Heat 
map of PC SNs screened for binding to OMVs and GMMAs from different gonococcal strains 
along with Porins and Bexsero recombinant proteins. (B) PC SNs distribution is shown on the 
donut charts. Threshold of positivity was set as three times the background fluorescence. Negative 
SNs are not shown. 

7.4.2 Luminex Sbj 1 and Sbj 2 (Visit 3) 

In the same way, naturally released MBC SNs were tested by Luminex. Panel 1 

(Table 3) was used, except for PorB_MenB and Bexsero recombinant proteins, as 

they were not available. The classification criteria were the same used for Visit 2, 

with the aim to identify either cross-reactive or protein-specific binders. From Sbj 

1, 191 SNs were positive out of 2,004 (9,5%), while 56 out of 756 (7,4%) were 

positive for Sbj 2 (Figure 7.4.2 (A)). Unsurprisingly, the majority of SNs was 

able to bind OMV NZ only (Figure 7.4.2 (B)) which accounted roughly for the 

60% for both subjects. Cross-reactive SNs represented the 10% and 19% of Sbj 1 

SNs and Sbj 2 SNs, respectively. The remaining SNs were mostly positive against 

Porins (PorB1B and PorB1A) and few Ng strains or only one, defined as bi-

specific or strain specific. In particular, 5% of SNs (N=12) from Sbj 1 were 

positive for at least one allelic form of Porin (mostly PorB1B), while 9% of SNs 

(N=9) were positive for one allelic form of Porin only, either PorB1A or PorB1B. 
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The complete binding distribution for both subjects is depicted in Figure 7.4.2 

(B). 

 

Figure 7.4.2. Sbj1_Sbj2_Visit_3 bacterial OMVs/GMMAs analysis and distribution. (A) Heat 
map of MBC SNs screened for binding to OMVs and GMMAs from different gonococcal strains 
along with Porins and Bexsero recombinant proteins. (B) MBC SNs distribution is shown on the 
donut charts.  Threshold of positivity was set as three times the background fluorescence. Negative 
SNs are not shown. 

7.4.3 Luminex Sbj 3 and Sbj 4 (Visit 2) 

As shown in Table 3, panel 2 used for Sbj 3 and 4 was slightly different. In 

particular, Porins and Bexsero recombinant proteins were not present. This change 

was due to limited availability of the reagents. 

From Sbj 3, 20 out of 96 (21%) positive PC SNs were identified, while from Sbj 

4, positive SNs were 18 out of 96 (19%) (Figure 7.4.5 (A)). The majority of 

positive SNs from Sbj 3 was able to bind OMV NZ only (45%). The 40% was 

able to cross-react with most of the antigens. For Sbj 4, the trend was slightly 

different with the majority of SNs recognizing the OMV NZ only (61%), while 

only 22% (N=4) cross-reacted with most of the antigens. Interestingly, one cross-
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reactive SN from Sbj 4 was negative for OMV NZ. The complete binding 

distribution for both subjects is depicted in Figure 7.4.5 (B). 

 

 

Figure 7.4.3. Sbj3_Sbj4_Visit_2 bacterial OMVs/GMMAs analysis and distribution. PC SNs 
were screened for binding to OMVs and GMMAs from different gonococcal strains. Threshold of 
positivity was set as three times the background fluorescence. Negative SNs are not shown. 

7.4.4 Luminex Sbj 3 and Sbj 4 (Visit 3) 

Likewise, MBC SNs from Visit 3, which were previously found to be positive in 

ELISA, were tested by Luminex and Panel 2 was used for the screening (Table 

3). From Sbj 3, 170 out of 1,232 (13,7%) SNs were identified, but 51% of 170 

SNs (N=88) was positive for OMV NZ only. On the other hand, 23% of the SNs 

(N=39) was capable of binding most of the antigens present on panel 2. The 

remaining 26% was able to bind only WHO F, WHO N and BG27 OMVs (Figure 

7.4.6 (B)). Regarding Sbj 4, 57 out of 616 SNs were identified (9%) and, 

unsurprisingly, the majority of SNs was able to bind OMV NZ only (63%). The 

cross GMMAs/OMVs accounted for 14% (N=8) and the remaining 23% (N=13) 

was able to bind only WHO F, WHO N and BG27 OMVs (Figure 7.4.6 (B)). 
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Consistently with ELISA screenings, the BG27 strain was the most recognized 

strain. 

 

Figure 7.4.4. Sbj3_Sbj4_Visit_3 bacterial OMVs/GMMAs analysis and distribution. (A) Heat 
map of MBS SNs screened for binding to OMVs and GMMAs from different Ng strains. (B) MBC 
SNs distribution is shown on the donut charts.  Threshold of positivity was set as three times the 
background fluorescence. Negative SNs are not shown. 

7.5 Summary of binding assays 

Both ELISA and Luminex contributed to identify mAbs capable of cross-reacting 

with different Ng strains. The ELISA assay, which was based on whole-bacterial 

cell binding, allowed the identification of antibodies able to bind either structures 

present on the bacterial surface and/or OMVs. Indeed, all of the mAbs identified 

by Luminex were positive in ELISA as well, except for OMV NZ only, possibly 

because they could recognize proteins absent on gonococcal OMVs. On the other 

hand, the Luminex assay allowed us to identify mAbs able to cross-react with 

more gonococcal OMVs and GMMAs, thus focusing our attention on the most 
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cross-reactive ones. Table 6 summarizes the binding results obtained by ELISA 

and Luminex.  

Table 6. Summary table of identified PC and MBC SNs by ELISA and Luminex. 

 

*ELISA was performed on BG27, WHO F and WHO N; Luminex was performed with Panel 1 
(Table2). 
** ELISA was performed on BG27, FA1090 and F62; Luminex was performed with Panel 2 
(Table2). 

7.6 L-SBA design for in vitro activity evaluation 

In order to start a large screening, smaller test (or pilot) screenings are used to 

assess the quality of an assay to predict if it would be useful in a high-throughput 

setting. The Z-factor is an attempt to quantify the suitability of an assay for use in 

a full-scale, high-throughput screening which is defined by four parameters: the 

mean (μ), the standard deviation (σ) of both the positive (p) and negative (n) 

controls. 

 

We used this approach to optimize and validate our assay. The choice of 

experimental conditions and measurements that we adopted allowed us to 

calculate a Z-factor of 1, which means a huge dynamic range with tiny standard 

deviations, as nicely described by Zhang and colleagues [218]. 

To establish the assay, we started by cloning the variable regions VH and VL of 

the anti-gonococcal mAb 2C7 into appropriate heavy and light chain expressing 

Subject ELISA Luminex ELISA Luminex
1* 16 20 227 191
2* 25 15 96 56
3** 61 20 151 170
4** 44 18 79 57

Total 146 73 553 474

Plasma cells (Visit 2) Memory B cells (Visit 3)
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vectors [85]. To simulate a screening process, we performed a transcriptionally 

active PCR (TAP) to obtain DNA encoding light and heavy chains (carrying 

E430G mutation (Hex1)) of the mAb 2C7, as previously described. The PCR 

products were used to transfect the EXPI293F cell line. The obtained TAP SNs 

were used to perform high-throughput bactericidal assays using luminescence as a 

readout of bacterial viability. This assay measures luminescence generated in an 

ATP-dependent reaction catalyzed by luciferase and was therefore named 

luminescence-based serum bactericidal assay (L-SBA). 

L-SBA was carried out by adapting a previously reported method which was 

successfully applied to analyze the bactericidal activity of mouse sera generated 

by immunization against different pathogens [219]. 

In order to assess if we were able to observe bactericidal activity, a simulation of 

screening was performed using different 2C7 TAP SNs (N=48) along with mock 

transfections TAP SNs (N=48). All of the SNs (N=96) were tested at a single 

point dilution of 1:5. The relative luminescence units (RLUs) of 2C7 TAP SNs 

were calculated and used as killing control, while sample wells with mock 

transfections were used as the negative reference. Specifically, the RLUs mean of 

mock transfections were used to set the negative reference. As shown in Figure 

7.5.1, we were able to observe killing in all of the samples treated with 2C7, with 

almost no difference in RLUs, which may reflect a similar expression level of 2C7 

in all of the samples. Whereas, mock transfections alone were not toxic, leading to 

the conclusion that there was no non-specific killing. 
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Figure 7.6.1. Simulation of screening with 2C7 TAP SNs. Different expressions of 2C7 Hex1 as 
TAP were used as control of killing, while mock transfections were used to set a negative control 
in a luminescence-based assay which measures ATP as a proxy of bacterial viability. 

7.6.1 Test of plasma from Visit 3 by L-SBA 

Once the assay was validated, we firstly tested the complement-mediated 

bacteriolysis caused by human plasma against FA1090 and BG27 to evaluate the 

humoral response from Visit 3 (Figure 7.5.2). Experiments were conducted to test 

the behavior of plasma under the assay conditions already established with 2C7. 

Plasma from Sbj 1 and 2 were found to be slightly active against FA1090 at 1:20-

1:40 dilution but no impact was measured with BG27 strain, which appeared 

resistant to the presence of plasma. Assay conditions developed for TAP SNs 

screening were found not to be optimal for plasma screening, with the detection of 

a prozone effect when diluted at 1:5 - 1:10 for Sbj 1 and 2 with FA1090 (Figure 

7.5.2). A prozone effect is defined for a curve readout vs. dilution (luminescence 

vs. plasma dilution) as a condition in which for the first points tested the readout 

value (RLUs) is higher than readout value obtained with points highly diluted. 

 

 

Figure 7.6.2. Test of plasma Visit 3 from Bexsero vaccinees. Bactericidal activity of individual 
plasma samples from subjects vaccinated with Bexsero. Bactericidal activity was assessed in the 
L-SBA against FA1090 and BG27 strains. For both strains, post-vaccination plasma (28 days after 
second dose) was tested. Plasma from the same Sbj1 and Sbj 2 showed a low bactericidal activity 
(1:20-1:40) against FA1090, while prozone effect was found at 1:5-1:10 dilution points. No 
bactericidal effect was found for BG27. The RLU median (reference control) is shown by the 
horizontal dotted lines. The L-SBA step titers from individual plasma (n=4) are indicated on the x-
axis. Two replicates were performed for each dilution and are shown combined to display mean ± 
standard deviation. 
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7.6.2 First screening of MBCs and PC TAP SNs 

In high-throughput screenings, experiments often compare many single 

measurements of unknown samples to positive and negative control samples. So, 

it can be difficult to understand the activity of an antibody (or other compounds), 

especially in primary screening without replicates. In this case, we could not 

directly calculate the variability of each SN. Thus, we assumed that each SN has 

the same variability as a negative reference and then we calculated the variability 

based on this threshold for all of the SNs investigated. We calculated the median 

of RLUs for each plate as a reference control. When a 10% RLU reduction 

compared to the median was measured, the corresponding SN was considered as a 

“hit”. As shown in Figure 7.5.3, F62 displayed either very low or no serum-

mediated killing after exposure to TAP SNs. In contrast, sensitivity was detected 

for FA1090 and BG27 strains, although to different extents (between 0%–90% 

killing).  

 

 

Figure 7.6.3. First screening of TAP SNs against three different Ng strains. The black dashed 
line represents the median value of the negative reference. The red dashed line shows the 10% 
reduction compared to the median value of each experiment. Dots below the red dashed line (or 
same level) are considered as “hit”. 

During this phase, a total of 699 TAP SNs (Sbj1-4), firstly selected for binding, 

were screened for functionality by L-SBA. The overall distribution of positive 

TAP SNs is illustrated in Figure 7.5.4. 
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Figure 7.6.4. Distribution of bactericidal TAP SNs from first screening. TAP SNs activity 
based on the first screening on Ng strains (N=3) is shown. TAP SNs were tested at one single 
point dilution (1:5). The vast majority of TAP SNs was inactive (N= 639 - 91,5%), while only the 
8,5% (N=60) of SNs have shown a possible activity. N=5 TAP SNs were identified from Sbj 1; 
Sbj 2 had no TAP SN active; Sbj 3 and 4 displayed the higher number of possible bactericidal 
TAP SNs, N= 31 (31/212 - 14%) and N=24 (24/ 123 - 19%), respectively. 

7.6.3 Second screening: TAP SNs were classified into three groups 

To avoid false “hits” given by non-specific killing, selected TAP SNs from the 

first screening (N=60) were further tested in 3 serial dilutions (1:5, 1:25, 1:125). 

10% v/v of hiBRC control, adjusted to a final volume of 50 µL, was used for each 

sample and dilution tested. The bactericidal titre was measured when killing of 

bacteria, compared to the respective hiBRC control reaction, was detected. 

Confirmation of “hits” was obtained from three replicates compared to their 

respective hiBRC control, to exclude mAb-independent killing. Based on the 

behaviour, we classified TAP SNs in three groups (Figure 7.5.5). The first one 

was named “non-functional mAb” when the trend between BRC and hiBRC was 

similar, i.e., we could not appreciate any difference in RLUs in samples treated 

with BRC compared to hiBRC control. The second group was called “putative 

functional mAb” when a difference in RLUs in samples treated with BRC was 

obtained, although in the first dilution point only (1:5). Finally, we named as 

“functional mAb” each TAP SN that resulted in a clearly divergent trend between 

BRC and hiBRC in all of the three dilution points.  
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Figure 7.6.5. Classification of TAP SNs in three groups. Three different TAP SN behaviours are 
shown. mAbs have been classified as non-functional, putative functional and functional mAb. 
hiBRC controls are included as negative controls. Groups are determined based on the difference 
between BRC and hiBRC samples. In this example, the non-functional mAb did not exhibit 
bactericidal effect in any dilution point. The putative functional mAb exhibited bactericidal effect 
at 1:5 only. The functional mAb showed bactericidal effect in all dilution points. For each TAP 
SN, three replicates were performed, and results are shown as mean ± standard deviation. 

Starting from N=60 TAP SNs selected from the first screening, N= 33 (55%) were 

classified as non-functional mAbs, 12 (20%) putative functional mAbs, and 15 

(25%) functional mAbs. The distribution for each Sbj is depicted in Figure 7.5.6.  

 

 

Figure 7.6.6. Bactericidal TAP SNs based on the second screening. TAP SNs were tested at 
three-point dilutions (1:5, 1:25, 1:125). hiBRC controls are included as negative controls (not 
shown). N=5 TAP SNs were tested from Sbj 1, being N=2 putative functional mAbs and N= 3 
functional mAbs; N=31 TAP SNs were tested from Sbj 3, of which N=15 were non-functional 
mAbs, N=7 putative functional mAbs and N=9 functional mAbs. Lastly, N=24 TAP SNs were 
tested from Sbj4, being N=18 non-functional mAbs, N=3 putative functional mAbs and N=3 
functional mAbs. Sbj 2 is not indicated as all of the mAbs were non-functional. 
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Subsequently, putative functional and functional mAbs (N=27) were cloned, as 

already described, as Hex3 for sequence recovery (variable heavy and light 

regions) and medium-scale expression for potency evaluation. We were able to 

retrieve 17 out of 27 (63%) mAb sequences. 

7.6.4 Potency evaluation of selected mAbs 

The potency (bactericidal activity) of an antibody is typically quantified by the 

inhibitory concentration (IC) values (e.g. IC50). L-SBA was exploited to 

characterize the bactericidal potency (IC50) of the most promising purified mAbs 

(N=17). All of the antibodies were tested starting from 40 µg/mL to 20 ng/mL (2-

step serial dilutions (N=12)). Figure 7.5.7 illustrates an example of a bactericidal 

curve obtained with our best candidate mAb identified so far, Sbj 4_mAb 04, 

along with 2C7, used as a control.  

 

 

Figure 7.6.7. 2C7 Hex1 and Sbj 4_mAb 04 bactericidal curves. Each selected mAb (N=17) was 
tested against Ng. Bactericidal curves were obtained starting from 40 µg/mL to 20 ng/mL (2-step 
serial dilutions). FA1090 was used in this experiment. In this example Sbj 4_mAb 04 was tested 
along with 2C7 Hex1, used as a control.  

Based on results, we identified mAbs with very variable IC50 values, ranging 

from 30 ng/mL to 10,000 ng/mL. N=5 (29%) mAbs showed IC50 greater than 

1,500 ng/mL (low potency), N=4 (24%) had an IC50 between 150 and 1,500 

ng/mL (moderate potency), while N= 8 (47%) were characterized by IC50 lower 

than 150 ng/mL (high potency) (Figure 7.5.8). 
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Figure 7.6.8. Selected mAbs can be classified in three groups based on IC50. Potency (IC50) 
of 17 selected mAbs against FA1090 and BG27 is shown. Dashed lines show different ranges of 
potency (150 and 1500 ng/mL). Selected mAbs with low potency (IC50 > 1,500ng/mL) are shown 
in gray, mAbs with moderate potency (150 < IC50 < 1,500ng/mL) are shown in red, mAbs with 
high potency (IC50 <150 ng/mL) are shown in purple. 

mAbs retrieved and functionally characterized (N=17) are listed in Table 7, sorted 

by subject. 

Table 7. Summary table of selected mAbs. The table shows the binding and functional profiles 
of mAbs. 

 

NA=Not active 

150 ng/mL

1500 ng/mL

Low potency (IC50 > 1500 ng/mL) 
Moderate potency (150 < IC50 < 1500 ng/mL) 
High potency (IC50 < 150 ng/mL) 

Sbj 1 Sbj 3 Sbj 4 
101

102

103

104

m
A
b 
IC

50
 (n
g/
m
L)

Subject mAb Whole-bacterial cell ELISA Luminex FA1090 IC50 BG27 IC50
1 mAb 01 Tri-specific NHBA 10 µg/mL NA
1 mAb 02 Tri-specific PorB1a/PorB1b 0.14 µg/mL NA
1 mAb 03 Tri-specific PorB1b 3 µg/mL NA
1 mAb 04 Tri-specific PorB1a/PorB1b 0.5 µg/mL NA
1 mAb 05 Tri-specific OMV NZ 0.35 µg/mL NA
3 mAb 01 BG27 specific OMV NZ 0.16 µg/mL NA
3 mAb 02 BG27 specific Negative NA 3.5 µg/mL
3 mAb 03 BG27 specific Negative 0.3 µg/mL NA
3 mAb 04 BG27 specific OMV-NZ 2.5 µg/mL NA
3 mAb 05 Tri-specific Negative 1.5 µg/mL NA
3 mAb 06 Tri-specific OMV NZ 0.15 µg/mL NA
3 mAb 07 Tri-specific Cross OMVs/GMMAs NA 0.04 µg/mL
4 mAb 01 Tri-specific Cross OMVs/GMMAs 0.035 µg/mL NA
4 mAb 02 BG27 specific Negative NA 0.16 µg/mL
4 mAb 03 Tri-specific Negative 1.8 µg/mL 7 µg/mL
4 mAb 04 Tri-specific Cross OMVs/GMMAs OMV-NZ Neg 0.03 µg/mL 0.16 µg/mL
4 mAb 05 Tri-specific Cross OMVs/GMMAs 0.16 µg/mL 3 µg/mL

Binding profile Functional profileID
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7.7 Genetic characterization of selected mAbs 

The genes encoding the heavy chains (HCs) and light chains (LCs) of the 17 

selected mAbs were sequenced, and their IGHV genes (Vgene and Jgene) were 

retrieved and analysed (LCs not shown) (Table 8). 10/17 mAbs used one of the 

most predominant HC V genes IGHV4-34, while 4/17 mAbs used the HCV genes 

IGHV2-5. Intrestingly, one of our best candidates used the least representative 

HCV genes IGHV1-2. As for V gene and J gene combination, in the majority of 

cases (7/10), the gene IGHV4-34 combined with IGHJ4-1. The HC V genes 

somatic hypermutation level and complementary determining region 3 (H-CDR3) 

length were also evaluated. Our selected mAbs displayed a variable level of 

somatic mutations when compared to their respective germlines with sequence 

identities ranging from 1% to 10%. The H-CDR3 length spanned from 33 to 84 

amino acids (aa) with an outlayer of 114 aa and the H-CDR3 mismatches ranging 

from 1% to 9%. 

Table 8. Heavy chain analyses of selected mAbs. 

 

VGene JGene CDR3 Length (%) CDR3 Mismatches #VH Substitutions (%) Vgene MuFreq

IGHV1-2*02 IGHJ3-1*02 39 0,01 4 0,01
IGHV2-5*09 IGHJ4-1*02 45 0,05 36 0,12
IGHV2-5*09 IGHJ4-1*02 45 0,06 25 0,08
IGHV2-5*09 IGHJ4-1*02 45 0,06 37 0,13
IGHV2-5*10 IGHJ5-1*02 45 0,05 30 0,1
IGHV3-9*01 IGHJ6-1*04 114 0,05 9 0,03
IGHV4-34*01 IGHJ4-1*02 33 0,05 42 0,14
IGHV4-34*01 IGHJ4-1*02 60 0,04 17 0,05
IGHV4-34*01 IGHJ6-1*02 60 0,01 6 0,02
IGHV4-34*01 IGHJ4-1*02 66 0,02 9 0,03
IGHV4-34*01 IGHJ4-1*02 75 0,08 30 0,1
IGHV4-34*01 IGHJ4-1*02 66 0,05 12 0,04
IGHV4-34*01 IGHJ6-1*03 81 0,09 12 0,04
IGHV4-34*01 IGHJ5-1*02 60 0,08 11 0,04
IGHV4-34*04 IGHJ4-1*02 72 0,02 6 0,02
IGHV4-34*04 IGHJ4-1*02 78 0,04 18 0,06
IGHV4-39*01 IGHJ3-1*01 84 0,09 30 0,1
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7.8 Identification of anti-LOS mAbs by immunoblot 

Immunoblot was used to rapidly identify mAbs against the lipooligosaccharide 

(LOS). As discussed, Ng LOS is an important component of the gonococcal outer 

membrane. Antibodies directed against LOS engage complement to kill Ng 

directly and promote opsonophagocytosis. The 2C7 epitope is conserved and 

expressed by 94% of Ng strains, including FA1090. Figure 7.7.1 illustrates 

FA1090 LOS bound by 2C7, used as a positive control. Selected functional mAbs 

(Table 7) were tested for binding against the LOS, and only the antibody 

Sbj3_mAb 05 was confirmed to be positive for binding to FA1090 LOS. 

 

 

Figure 7.8.1. Identification of Sbj3_mAb 05 against FA1090 LOS. LOS of FA1090 strain was 
obtained in 1% Triton-X-100, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7,5, protease 
inhibitors, subjected to 12% SDS-PAGE, and electrotransferred to polyvinylidene difluoride 
membrane. Panel shows the 2C7 control binding to purified LOS expressed by FA1090 strain, 
along with two mAbs. Sbj3_mAb05 displayed the same band of 2C7.  

2C7 Sbj3_mAb02 Sbj3_mAb05 kDa
2C7 Sbj3_mAb 05Neg mAb kDa
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7.9 Binding characterization by cytofluorimetry 

Selected mAbs (N=17) were further characterized for binding to Ng by 

cytofluorimetry to investigate the antibacterial antibody binding that target 

surfaces of bacteria This can be done by measuring the bacterial-surface-binding 

antibodies and use it as a quantitative correlate of immune protection. Also, this 

technique has the advantage to visualize bacterial subpopulations. Figure 7.8.1 

illustrates three groups of mAbs with different binding pattern to FA1090, as 

compared to 2C7. 2C7 recognizes the Ng LOS which is well-exposed on the 

surface of the outer membrane and based on its binding we could establish the 

cut-off in order to classify our mAbs in three groups. 

 

Figure 7.9.1. The binding profile of selected mAbs can be divided in three groups based on 
cut-off. FACS histogram of Alexa-488 labeled bacteria with mAbs. The cut-off between stained 
and unstained cells was set at 102 Alexa 488 channel. Red and blue histograms represent the 
negative control (unrelated mAb) and positive control (2C7), respectively. Green colored 
histograms show tested antibodies, which represent the 3 different scenarios identified, related to 
Alexa-488 signals. The 102<cut-off<103 was used to classify low binder mAbs. The 103<cut-
off<104 was used to classify medium binder mAbs. Lastly, the cut-off >104 was used to classify 
whole-bacterial cell binder mAbs. Histograms of positive and negative populations are denoted on 
each graph. 

We observed a correlation between mAb potency (IC50) and binding pattern. In 

particular, mAbs targeting well-represented surface structures (e.g., Porins), 

which fall in the whole-bacterial cell binder group, were most likely the ones with 

higher potency (Table S2). Interestingly, for some mAbs we observed a strain-

dependent binding pattern, as shown in Figure 7.8.2, but no obvious correlation 

with functionality was noticed. Also, these different binding phenotypes were 

Medium binder mAbWhole-bacterialcell binder mAb Low binder mAb

Positive Control (2C7)

Negative Control (Unrelated mAb)

Alexa-488
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further confirmed by confocal microscopy (Figure 7.9.2 and 7.9.3). These results 

could indicate that the antigen may be characterized by a strain-dependent surface 

exposure and/or expression. 

 

Figure 7.9.2. Histograms of two mAbs binding to FA1090 and BG27. FACS histogram of 
Alexa-488 labeled cells with mAbs. The cut-off between stained and unstained cells was set at 102 
Alexa 488 channel. Red histograms represent the negative control (unrelated mAb) and blue 
histograms show the tested mAbs. Different bacterial subpopulations were visualized by the same 
mAbs tested with FA1090 and BG27. 

7.10 Binding characterization by confocal microscopy  

To further investigate the different binding profile (or phenotype) of selected 

mAbs (N=17), we tested them by confocal microscopy. The aim was to evaluate 

qualitatively the binding profile of the mAbs binding to the bacterial surface and 

possibly to further investigate correlations between the functional impact and the 

different antibody binding phenotypes. To meet this aim, mAbs were tested and 

then classified based on results obtained. 2C7 was used to define the assay 

conditions and establish the different binding phenotypes. Figure 7.9.1 illustrates 

2C7 binding to FA1090 and BG27 with the same binding phenotype, 

unsurprisingly covering the whole bacterial surfaces, being the LOS one of the 

most abundant antigens among Gram-negative bacteria. On the other hand, mAbs 

with different binding phenotypes were identified. For instance, Sbj1_mAb05 and 

Sbj1_mAb04 showed a strain-dependent binding, displaying a preferential mAb 

localization on the Ng cell surfaces, that we named side binders (Figure 7.9.2 and 

7.9.3) (Figure S1). Lastly, Sbj1_mAb05 showed a peculiar binding phenotype, 

named as dot binder (Figure 7.9.4). Notably, we could confirm the correlation 
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between the antibody binding phenotypes and its potency, already suggested by 

flow cytometry analysis. For instance, mAbs with binding phenotypes that 

resembled 2C7 (Figure 7.8.1) showed higher potency (lower IC50) in L-SBA. 

Whereas dot binder mAbs (Figure 7.8.4) showed lower potency (higher IC50).  

 

Figure 7.10.1. Confocal images of 2C7 binding to FA1090 and BG27. Overview of the 2C7 
mAb binding to FA1090 and BG27. Confocal fluorescent images were acquired with 100X 
magnification. 488-fluorophore-conjugated 2C7 is shown in green. Bacterial strains were stained 
with DAPI (nucleic acid stain).  

 

Figure 7.10.2. Confocal image of Sbj1_mAb05 binding to FA1090 and BG27. Confocal 
fluorescent images acquired with 100X magnification. 488-fluorophore-conjugated Sbj1_mAb05 
is shown in green. Bacterial strains were stained with DAPI (nucleic acid stain). A strain-specific 

Alexa-488 DAPI Overlay
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90
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27

Sbj1_mAb05 (unknown antigen)
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binding pattern is indicated by yellow arrows, suggesting a different antigen distribution between 
FA1090 and BG27.  

 

Figure 7.10.3 Confocal images of Sbj1_mAb04 binding to FA1090 and BG27. Confocal 
fluorescent images acquired with 100X magnification. 488-fluorophore-conjugated Sbj1_mAb04 
is shown in green. Bacterial strains were stained with DAPI (nucleic acid stain). A strain-specific 
binding pattern is indicated by yellow arrows (top) and white arrows (bot), suggesting a different 
antigen distribution between FA1090 and BG27.  

 

Figure 7.10.4. Confocal images of Sbj1_mAb01 binding to FA1090 and BG27. Confocal 
fluorescent images acquired with 100X magnification. 488-fluorophore-conjugated Sbj1_mAb01 
is shown in green. Sbj1_mAb01 showed preferential distribution on the Ng cell surface.  
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8 Results part II: discovery of mAbs against SARS-

CoV-2  

8.1 Summary 

By single-cell sorting spike protein-specific memory B cells from 14 COVID-19 

survivors, SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies were identified. The most potent 

neutralizing antibodies recognized the spike protein receptor-binding domain. 

Only very few antibodies could neutralize the authentic virus with a potency of 1-

10 ng/mL. The most potent monoclonal antibody, engineered to reduce the risk of 

antibody-dependent enhancement and prolong half-life. Then, prophylactic, and 

therapeutic efficacy in the hamster model was observed. 

I was involved in this project with the aim of implementing a robust pipeline for 

antibody expression. This allowed a large screening of mAbs against SARS-CoV-

2, thereby identifying the best candidates capable of neutralizing the new virus. 

The work has been published 

8.1.1 S protein+ MBCs identification 

A total of 4,277 S protein-binding MBCs were successfully retrieved with 

frequencies ranging from 0.17% to 1.41% (not shown). Following the sorting 

procedure, S protein+ MBCs were incubated over a layer of 3T3-CD40L feeder 

cells in the presence of IL-2 and IL-21 stimuli for 2 weeks to allow natural 

production of immunoglobulins. Subsequently, MBC supernatants containing IgG 

or IgA were tested for their ability to bind either the SARS-CoV-2 S protein 

trimer in its prefusion conformation (Figure 8.1.1 A) or the S protein S1 + S2 

subunits (not shown) by enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). A panel 

of 1,731 mAbs specific for the SARS-CoV-2 S protein were identified showing a 

broad range of signal intensities.  
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8.1.2 Neutralizing mAbs identification 

All specific mAbs were tested in vitro to evaluate their neutralization activity 

against the authentic SARS-CoV-2 virus, and 453 nAbs were identified. Only 

1.4% of them neutralized the authentic virus with a potency of 1–10 ng/mL 

(Figure 8.1.1 B and C). 

 

Figure 8.1.1. (A) The graph shows supernatants tested for binding to the SARS-CoV-2 S-protein 
stabilized in its prefusion conformation. Threshold of positivity has been set as two times the value 
of the blank (dotted line). Red dots represent mAbs that bind to the S protein, while pink dots 
represent mAbs that do not bind. (B) The bar graph shows the percentage of non-neutralizing 
(gray), partially neutralizing (pale yellow), and neutralizing antibodies (dark red) identified per 
each donor. The total number (n) of antibodies tested per individual is shown on top of each bar. 
(C) The graph shows the neutralization potency of each nAb tested once expressed as recombinant 
full-length IgG1. Dashed lines show different ranges of neutralization potency (500, 100, and 10 
ng/mL).  

The most potent monoclonal antibody J08 was engineered (J08-MUT) to reduce 

the risk of antibody-dependent enhancement and prolong half-life, neutralized the 

authentic wild-type virus and emerging variants containing D614G, E484K, and 

N501Y substitutions.  
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8.1.3 Prophylactic and therapeutic evaluation 

Prophylactic and therapeutic efficacy were evaluated for our best candidate J08 

and J08_MUT in in the hamster model which was observed at 0.25 and 4 mg/kg 

respectively in absence of Fc functions (Figure 8.1.2). 

 

Figure 8.1.2(A) Schematic representation and timelines of prophylactic and therapeutic studies 
performed in golden Syrian hamster. (B and C) The figure shows the prophylactic impact of J08-
MUT at three different concentrations (4, 1, and 0.25 mg/kg) (B) on body weight loss change (C). 
The figure shows the therapeutic impact of J08-MUT at 4 mg/kg on body weight loss change. 
Mean ± SD are denoted in the graphs. (D–F) The figures show the lung viral titer at day 3 (D) and 
the detection of human antibodies in hamster sera at day 3 (E) and day 8 (F) in the prophylactic 
study. Mean ± SD of technical triplicates are shown. (G–I) The figures show the lung viral titer at 
day 3 (G) and the detection of human antibodies in hamster sera at day 3 (H) and day 12 (I) in the 
therapeutic study.  
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9 Discussion 

The global spread of multidrug-resistant gonorrhea has spurred efforts to develop 

a safe and effective vaccine against the disease. A retrospective case-control study 

found that reduced rates of gonorrhea occurred among sexual health clinic 

patients following their vaccination with an outer membrane vesicle (OMV) 

meningococcal vaccine.  

In this work we report the isolation of functional mAbs against Ng from subjects 

immunized with a meningococcal vaccine (Bexsero) in order to unravel the 

molecular mechanism(s) based on Neisseria meningitidis and Neisseria 

gonorrohoeae cross-protection. 

Firstly, mAbs were successfully isolated and expressed as TAP supernatants. Of 

note, the work that was done on the discovery of mAbs against SARS-CoV 2 [85], 

allowed us to have a robust pipeline that was adoperated in the discovery of mAbs 

against Ng, as well.   

After expression, mAb were characterized for binding to assess cross-reactivity to 

Ng. Two approaches were used to detect antibodies capable of binding structures 

present on surface and OMVs. It is likely that the majority of cross-reactive mAbs 

were directed against determinants present on both bacterial surface and OMVs, 

as evidenced by their cross-reactivity with both whole bacterial cells and purified 

OMVs and GMMAs. Unsurprisingly, mAbs reacting against PorA and 

recombinant proteins (fHbp, NadA and NHBA) present in the Bexsero 

formulation were identified. Although the antigenically variable protein PorA 

(absent in Ng) is immunodominant, only few antibodies were identified as 

reactive. Some of these mAbs were cross-reactive for Ng PorB, leading to the 

conclusion that they could recognize shared epitopes. However, since OMVs are 

complex structures, it is possible to hypothesize that functional mAbs could be 

raised against several other OMV components. On the other hand, vaccine 
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recombinant proteins FHbp and NadA are less likely to contribute to cross-

protection against Ng infections. Indeed, the gonococcal fHbp has previously been 

shown to not be surface expressed and is unable to bind factor H, while NadA is 

absent. Only NHBA is surface expressed in Ng and preliminary data of mAbs 

raised against it support the hypothesis that NHBA could be a determinant in the 

cross-protection [220]. 

Once binding screening and characterization were performed, mAbs were 

screened for functionality by a complement-mediated killing assay which was 

optimized in this work, named L-SBA. Upon binding to bacteria, mAbs can 

activate the complement system leading to the lysis of Gram-negative bacteria 

through insertion of the membrane attack complex L-SBA facilitated the testing 

of mAbs on FA1090, BG27 and F62 gonococcal strains. While conventional 

assays measure colony forming units (CFU), which is time-consuming, this 

luminescent assay quantifies ATP which can be used as proxy of bacterial 

viability. Results suggest that, although correlates of protection against 

gonococcal infection have not been defined, the complement-mediated killing, 

which is well-established against meningococcal infections, may also predict 

correlate of protection efficacy against Ng. 

By screening more than five thousand mAbs, expressed as TAP supernatants, 17 

of them were selected as functional, with a wide range of potency (IC50), from 30 

ng/mL to 10,000 ng/mL. Some mAbs were confirmed to be against Ng PorB, 

most likely sharing the epitopes with the meningococcal PorA. However, for the 

majority of mAbs, the antigens remain to be defined. Results suggests that for 

some mAbs (9/17) the involved antigens are present on bacterial surface only, as 

they were negative for binding against gonococcal OMVs. While for other mAbs 

(6/17) the determinants were present on both bacterial surface and OMVs. One 

functional mAb was identified to be against the LOS. Even though LOS is 

considered as a potential vaccine candidate because it is densely represented on 

the bacterial surface and is readily accessible as a target of adaptive immunity, it 

remains to be understood whether LOS evokes protective immune responses. 

Lastly, one functional mAb against NHBA was identified. NHBA is highly 
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conserved, with ≥ 97.5% amino acid identity in the Neisseria gonorrhoeae strains 

investigated to date, with variable expression between strains. The finding of 

NHBA promoting complement activation and mediating bacterial killing suggests 

that NHBA could be used as potential antigen, or in combination with others, in a 

rationally designed vaccine. 

Then, the HC and LC gene analysis of functional mAbs was performed. IGHV4-

34 was the most common germline identified, with the majority of them 

combining with IGHJ4-1. Intrestingly, one of the most promising mAb belongs to 

the germline IGHV1-2, the least represented, combined with IGHJ3-1. 

As next step, functional mAbs were further investigated by flow cytometry and 

confocal microscopy with the aim to correlate the antibacterial antibody 

responses, that target surface components of Ng, with the binding profile. We 

observed correlation between mAb potency (IC50) and binding pattern. In 

particular, mAbs targeting well-represented surface structures, like Porins or LOS, 

were most likely to be more functional (lower IC50). Such findings suggest that 

measuring the bacterial-surface-binding antibodies (quantitatively and 

qualitatively) can be used as a correlate of immune protection, i.e. the more an 

antibody covers the bacterial surface, the more complement deposition can be 

triggered, and the more killing is observed. However, this should not be 

considered as a rule since no obvious differences between binding phenotypes and 

functional impact were found for other mAbs.  

In conclusion, further studies are in progress to discover the antigen(s) involved in 

the cross-protection mediated by the meningococcal vaccine. Some antigens 

which may be involved were identified in this work. However, the correlation 

between mAb binding and the presence of a specific protein on the cell surface or 

OMV does not necessarily mean that the antibody is directed against that specific 

protein. An equally likely possibility is that the exposure of the actual target 

antigen is affected by the presence or absence of other interacting proteins. In 

either case, additional studies for antigen identification and characterization must 

be done. 
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10 Supplementary information 

Table S 1 List of primers used in this study, related to mAb expression (sub-chapter 5.3). 

 

Name Primer Probe Sequence
IgG CH RT R GGAAGGTGTGCACGCCGCTGGTC
IgA CH RT R CCTGGGGGAAGAAGCCCTGGACC
IgM CH RT R GGGAATTCTCACAGGAGACGA

CK RT R CCTCTAACACTCTCCCCTGTTGAAG
CL RT R CATTCTGYAGGGGCMACTGTCTTCTC

Name Primer Probe Sequence
PCR1_VH1_VH7 F CACTCCCAGGTGCAGCTGGTGCAG

PCR1_VH2 F TGGGTCTTRTCCCAGGTCACCTTG
PCR1_VH_3 F AAGGTGTCCAGTGTSAGGTGCAG

PCR1_VH4_6 F GTCCTGTCCCAGGTGCAGCTGCAG
PCR1_VH5 F GAGTCTGTTCCGAGGTGCAGCTGG

PCR1_IgG_CH R GTGCCAGGGGGAAGACCGATG
PCR1_IgA_CH R GCMGAGGCTCAGCGGGAAGAC
PCR1_IgM_CH R GAGACGAGGGGGAAAAGGGTTG

PCR1_VK1 F CAGGTGCCAGATGTGHCATCCAG
PCR1_VK2 F CTGGATCCAGTGSGGATATTGTGATG
PCR1_VK3 F CCCAGATACCACCGGAGAAATTGTG
PCR1_VK4 F CTCTGGTGCCTACGGGGACATCGTG
PCR1_VK5 F CTGATACCAGGGCAGAAACGACAC
PCR1_CK R GAACACTCTCCCCTGTTGAAGCTCTTTG
PCR1_VL1 F GGTCCTGGGCCCAGTCTGTGCTG
PCR1_VL2 F GGTCCTGGGCCCAGTCTGCCCTG
PCR1_VL3 F TCTGTGRCCTCCTATGAGCTGAC

PCR1_VL4_VL5_VL9 F CTCTCGCAGCCTGTGCTGACTCA
PCR1_VL6 F GTTCTTGGGCCAATTTTATGCTG
PCR1_VL7 F GGTCCAATTCTCAGGCTGTGGTG
PCR1_VL8 F GAGTGGATTCTCAGACTGTGGTG

PCR1_VL10 F GTCAGTGGTCCAGGCAGGGCTGAC
PCR1_CL R GTGCTCCCTTCATGCGTGACC

Name Primer Probe Sequence
PCR2_VH1_5_7 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC CAG GTG CAG CTG GTG CAG TCT G

PCR2_VH2 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC CAG GTC ACC TTG AAG GAG TCT GGT C
PCR2_VH3 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC GAG GTG CAG CTG GTG GAG TCT GGG GGA G

PCR2_VH4_6_a F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC CAG GTG CAG CTG CAG GAG TCG GG
PCR2_VH4_6_b F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC CAG GTG CAG CTG CAG CAG TGG GG
PCR2_IgG_CH R CTT GGA GGA GGG TGC CAG GGG GAA GAC CGA TGG GCC CTT GGT GGA RGC
PCR2_IgA_CH R CTT GGA GGA GGG TGC CAG GGG GAA GAC CGA CTT GGG GCT GGT CGG GGA
PCR2_IgM_CH R CTT GGA GGA GGG TGC CAG GGG GAA GAC CGA TGG GGC GGA TGC ACT CCC

PCR2_VK1 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC GCC ATC CAG ATG ACC CAG TCT CCA TC
PCR2_VK2_a F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC GAT ATT GTG ATG ACC CAG ACT CCA CTC TC
PCR2_VK2_b F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC GAT ATT GTG ATG ACT CAG TCT CCA CTC TC
PCR2_VK3_a F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC GAA ATT GTG TTG ACA CAG TCT CCA G
PCR2_VK3_b F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC GAA ATT GTG ATG ACG CAG TCT CCA G

PCR2_VK4 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC GAC ATC GTG ATG ACC CAG TCT CCA G
PCR2_VK5 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT GTACATTCC GAA ACG ACA CTC ACG CAG TCT CCA G
PCR2_CK R GA TTT CAA CTG CTC ATC AGA TGG CGG GAA GAT GAA GAC AGA TGG TGC AGC CAC AGT TC
PCR2_VL1 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT TCCTGGGCC CAG TCT GTG CTG ACT CAG CCG CCC TCA G
PCR2_VL2 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT TCCTGGGCC CAG TCT GCC CTG ACT CAG CCT GCC TCC G

PCR2_VL3_a F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT TCCTGGGCC TCC TAT GAG CTG ACA CAG CCA C
PCR2_VL3_b F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT TCCTGGGCC TCC TAT GAG CTG ACT CAG GAC C

PCR2_VL4 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT TCCTGGGCC CAG CCT GTG CTG ACT CAA TCG TCC TCT G
PCR2_VL5-9 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT TCCTGGGCC CAG CCT GTG CTG ACT CAG CCR ACT TC
PCR2_VL6 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT TCCTGGGCC AAT TTT ATG CTG ACT CAG CCC CAC TC
PCR2_VL7 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT TCCTGGGCC CAG GCT GTG GTG ACT CAG GAG CCC TC
PCR2_VL8 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT TCCTGGGCC CAG ACT GTG GTG ACC CAG GAG CCA TC

PCR2_VL10 F GT ATC ATC CTT TTT CTA GTA GCA ACT GCA ACC GGT TCCTGGGCC CAG GCA GGG CTG ACT CAG CCA CCC TCG G
PCR2_CL R G TGT GGC CTT GTT GGC TTG AAG CTC CTC ACT CGA GGG YGG GAA CAG AGT G

Name Primer Probe Sequence
TAP_PCR_F F  TTAGGCACCCCAGGCTTTAC
TAP_PCR_R R AGATGGTTCTTTCCGCCTCA

PCR2 primers

TAP-PCR primers

RT primers

PCR1 primers
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Figure S 1. Correlation between flow-cytometry and confocal microscopy, related to Figure 
7.7.1 and Figure 7.8.1 to 7.8.4. The figure illustrates how results obtained by flow cytometry 
correlates with confocal fluorescent images. The the cut-off >104 used to classify whole-bacterial 
cell binder mAbs, correlates with the 2C7-like phenotype. The 103<cut-off<104 used to classify 
medium binder mAbs, correlates with the side binder phenotype. Lastly, was used to classify low 
binder mAbs. Lastly, the 102<cut-off<103 used to classify low binder mAbs correlates with the dot 
binder phenotype. 

 

Table S 2 Binding characterization summary, related to Figure 7.7.1 and Figure 7.8.1 to 
7.8.4. The table shows the correlation between binding phenotypes and potency (IC50) of selected 
mAbs.  

 

2C7-like binder Dot binderSide binder

Medium binderWhole-bacterial cell binder Low binder

Alexa-488

Merge Alexa-488 (Green) and DAPI (Blue)

Flow-cytometry Confocal microsopy Potency  on FA1090 (IC50) Potency on BG27 (IC50)

Sbj 1 mAb 01 Low binder Dot binder 10 µg/mL NA
Sbj 1 mAb 02 Whole-bacterial cell binder 2C7-like binder 0.14 µg/mL NA
Sbj 1 mAb 03 Medium binder Strain-specific binder 3 µg/mL NA
Sbj 1 mAb 04 Medium binder Strain-specific binder 0.5 µg/mL NA
Sbj 1 mAb 05 Whole-bacterial cell binder Strain-specific binder 0.35 µg/mL NA
Sbj 3 mAb 06 Whole-bacterial cell binder 2C7-like binder 0.16 µg/mL NA
Sbj 3 mAb 07 Low binder Dot binder NA 3.5 µg/mL
Sbj 3 mAb 08 Whole-bacterial cell binder 2C7-like binder 0.3 µg/mL NA
Sbj 3 mAb 09 Low binder Dot binder 2.5 µg/mL NA
Sbj 3 mAb 10 Whole-bacterial cell binder 2C7-like binder 1.5 µg/mL NA
Sbj 3 mAb 11 Medium binder Side-binder 0.15 µg/mL NA
Sbj 3 mAb 12 Whole-bacterial cell binder 2C7-like binder NA 0.04 µg/mL
Sbj 4 mAb 13 Whole-bacterial cell binder 2C7-like binder 0.035 µg/mL NA
Sbj 4 mAb 14 Low binder Dot binder NA 0.16 µg/mL
Sbj 4 mAb 15 Low binder Dot binder 1.8 µg/mL 7 µg/mL
Sbj 4 mAb 16 Whole-bacterial cell binder 2C7-like binder 0.03 µg/mL 0.16 µg/mL
Sbj 4 mAb 17 Whole-bacterial cell binder 2C7-like binder 0.16 µg/mL 3 µg/mL

ID

NA= Not Active
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